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For a number of years some colleges
have tried out the idea of having a student
governing body, or council. This consists
of a certain number of pupils elected from
the classes. To he a member of the coun
cil is considered an honor comparable to
that of being a member of a champion ath
letic team, and sometimes is greatly
sought for.
In a college the duties of the Student
Council are greater than in most high
schools. Stories are sometimes read of
college students being brought before the
council for minor offenses, tried and sentenced. This is in itself a good thing, as
the students cannot blame the professor or
the dean for trying to get even with them.
But in order to do this, a council must be
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working well and be well organized. The
work of the council, however, is, as a rule,
a little different from this, especially in
high schools.
In the high schools, the duty of the gov
erning hoard or school council is to pro
mote the welfare of the school and sfudents, to arrange and take charge of school
assemblies and to bring about a closer re
lationship between the faculty and the stu
dent body. When the council gets in good
“working trim/’ especially in the larger
schools, it makes most of the regulations
which affects the scholars every day.
Moreover, each member on the council is
supposed to set a good example to the rest
of the students,
This year the students of Scarboro High
School have organized a Student Council.
It consists of four members from the
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Senior class, three members from the
Junior class, two from the Sophomore, and
one from the Freshman. It has taken over
different, socials of the season and it has
prepared assembly programs. This is done
bv means of committees. It has managed
a school store.
In a few years it should be in a good
condition to carry on even more work, and
as it grows in years it will grow in in
fluence.
THE SCHOOL ORCHESTRA
An oivhestra is one of the finest and most
beneficial things in a high school, and one
that serves to bring the public and the
schools into a pleasant and uplifting con
tact. Besides this, it is a pleasure to the
parents to have their children, for whom
they have given of their time, energy and
money, obtain this great opportunity of
playing in public, which is one of the most
important things in music and should he
had as early as possible.
Even though the orchestra is not a large
one, line things may be accomplished. I
think, for an orchestra of our size, the
best type of music to be played would be
the semi-classic or semi-jazz.
The advantages of playing in an orches
tra arc that the student learns, to some ex
tent, poise; he learns to keep an even
tempo, and also gains a good sense of
rhythm.
GROWTH OF SCARBORO
Ten years ago the population of Scar
boro was two hundred less than it was the
previous decade. For a number of years
its population has been at a standstill, but
now it is back to normal and promises to
continue growing.
There are a number of reasons why
Scarboro’s population will probably con
tinue to grow. The new high school build
ing has caused an upgrowth, as many peo-
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pie are moving’ here so that their children
may have the opportunity to go to high
school. The surest indication of a town’s
growth is the increasing number of pu
pils attending schools, and that this is true
in Scarboro is proved by the overflowing
buildings in all the sections of the town.
The new highway is another factor
which adds greatly to its growth. In the
last few years, at least fifty new houses
have been added to Scarboro, to say
nothing of hotels and summer camps.
Scarboro also has several summer re
sorts, and is favored with a number of
beaches. This makes Scarboro a vacation
land.
The airport, which is near the main
highway, is another booster of our town.
A summer flying school for college stu
dents is already under way. Among those
who have registered up to the present time
are students from large universities out
side the state.
The new broadcasting station, WCSH,
erected on Plummer’s Hill, calls attention,
with its towering spires, to Scarboro’s
latest development.
Scarboro now has an industry. McCann
has opened up a manufacturing plant on
Grccnacre. This is to be for the manufac
ture of fire apparatus. It will undoubt
edly cause some increase in population.
If its past record is any criterion, we
may safely say that Scarboro is headed for
a future of prosperous development.
THE USE OF LEISURE
Since the advent of the shorter working
day and era of labor-saving devices, with
their attendant higher wage scale and in
creased hours of leisure, the question of
profitable employment of such leisure has
become of paramount importance. At
present spare time, to the average Ameri-
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can. moans entertainment via radio,
movies, or the good old “gas buggy.”
Without a doubt, each of the three has
contributed and always will contribute a
valuable something to the education of the
American people. The radio has brought
us into almost personal contact with great
men and vital movements. The popular
demand for hotter programs has resulted in
broadcasts of the highest and most varied
nature. Even the schoolroom has felt the in
fluence of this new instrument for instruc
tion. particularly in music and history.
With the exit of the silent film and the
entrance of what has been termed the
“squawkie,” the legitimate stage, if we may
judge by current editorials, has suffered
at least a temporary setback. In a period
of transition, it is valueless to speculate
over the ultimate result upon the culture
of the nation. Clear diction, if ever at
tained in the talking film, will certainly
reach a larger number of those who need
its benefits than the spoken drama of the
last generation ever has.
The automobile has furnished what
probably has more all-round value than
either of the other two. Amusement, edncafional contacts, health, and happiness
for the whole family together follow in
the wake of the general exodus of Americans whom balmy days lure to “the far
tiail. the long trail, the trail that is ever
11CW*
More important than all. the proper use
of leisure should mean hours spent in the
companionship of great minds of the past.
In the accomplishment of this, the home,
school, and church should join in cultivating a deep and enduring love for great
liooks. Reading aloud in the family circle
is one of the best ways to develop a real
taste for what is truly good. Sooner or
later in life every person will find cireuin-

stances where books will give him what ho
cannot find elsewhere—mental food, com
panionship. and spiritual inspiration.
Our splendid record at the Lewiston
Tourney is now history and it makes
the sort of history lesson that we enjoy,
(•'ratifying as that experience was. it is
even more so to think of the wonderful
outburst of enthusiasm that greeted the
team when they returned. Scat-boro cer
tainly knows how to “kill the fatted calf"
when occasion justifies it. The coach and
squad take this space to express their
gratitude for the various courtesies ac
corded them: to Messrs. Collins, Knight,
and Seavey for arranging the splendid
banquet at the Dunscroft: to the Civic
League for entertainment at a bountiful
public supper; to Mr. and Mrs. Selins
Pederson for the beautiful tulips in our
school colors that decorated the tables, and
to any and all others who in any way con
tributed to make our basketball season a
successful and memorable out*. Support
is everything to a school, and we certainly
have it in Scarboro.
Little by little the grounds about our
beautiful new building are taking shape,
This year the budget committee recom
mended another sum toward the work of
oiading, and within the next few years
tliis most necessary project should he well
on its way toward completion. The Civic
League, ever a staunch friend of the school,
at a recent meeting set aside the sum of
$100 for the purchase of trees when the
grounds shall he ready to receive them,
Such action could well be imitated by
graduating classes and alumni organizations and would serve a dual purpose, by
beautifying their alma mater and adding
to the tics of sentiment that already bind
them ro the institution.

SENIOR PERISCOPE
"Haze"
11AZISL M Ac MILLAN
Public Speaking (1, 2. 3. I); Second Prize (2, 1);
Honorable Mention Cl); Physical Education
(2); Editorial Hoard of Fouu Coiineks (1. 2,
3. I); Class President Cl); Secretary (2);
Senior Drama Cl, I); Basketball (1, 2); Sec
retary of A. A. (4 ).
Ruth’s team mate in dramatics and public
speaking. A promising athlete in her first two
years, now she has to content herself with be
ing a fan, and she is a "reel fan,” too. We
expect to see "Haze” shining on the stage
some day.

"Lib"
WARREN LIBBY
Club work (1. 2. :i. 1) County Champion Poultry
CD; Camp Vail (I); Manager of Basketball
(I); Cross-Country Cl. 1); Swimming (2. 3,
•I) ; Class Treasurer (2) ; Treasurer of Athletic
Association Cl) ; Treasurer of Student Council
(I) ; Editorial Hoard (3, 1).
This chap has managed so many things in his
high school career that he will probably “rule
the roost” in his future life. Athletics and
chickens have helped to fill Warren’s spare (?)
moments, but lately he has been acting as
Freshman adviser to assist Mr. Bessey.
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RUTH PILLSBURY
RtUhic Pill"
“Whose Utile yirl arc you*"
Public Speaking (1, 2. 3, -I): Second Prize (1) ;
First Prize (2, 3. )) ; Winner of Silver Cup at
County Contest. Class B (2); Representative
at State Speaking Contest (3) ; Second Place
at County Contest, Class B (•!); Representa
tive of County to State. Contest (I); Physical
Education (2); Glee Club (3); Senior Drama
(3. I) ; Student Council (-1) ; Vice-President of
Athletic Association (•!).
It’s no use to try to tell what Ruth can do,
for she does so many things so well, even to
broadcasting over Station WHDH. Her 57 va
rieties of faces make her a bright spot in dull
weather. Ruth’s ability in public speaking has
won distinction for her in numerous plays and
honor for the school in every contest she has
entered.

V

"Marjc"
MARJORIE CLARK
Whltefleld High (1) ; Class President (1); Edi
torial Hoard (8, 1); Senior Crania (1); Glee
Club (8); Physical Education (2); Pn sklent
of Athletic Association (4); Secretary of Stu
dent Council (•!) ; Valedictorian of Class.
“Marje” started in at Whitefleld High, but
She
"topped off” at Scarboro, and how!
isn’t the typical midnight grind who consumes
scads of kilowatts, but a jolly little girl who
has found time for many extra activities.

••Fcrffic"
JOHN FERGUSON
Club Work (1. 2. 3. 4); Cross-Country <2. 3. 4>;
Captain of Cross-Country (4): Swimming (2.
3. 4); Track (3. 4); Basketball (I); VicePresident of Athletic Association (3): Class
President (2) ; Senior Drama (4) ; First Prize
for Boys in Public Speaking (4); Orchestra
(4); Student Council (4).
Athletics of all sorts have been “Fergie's”
middle name in his high school course. He
can swim like Ederle, run like Man O’ War,
and shoot baskets as easily as swallowing an
oyster, but like all real athletes, he never
boasts of his performances.

EVELYN CHANDLER
“Ev"
Portland High. First of Freshman Year; Class
Secretary (3) ; Treasurer (4) : Glee Club (3) :
Club Work (3. 4); Manager of Girls’ Basket
ball (3); Senior Drama (4); Editorial Board
(1, 2. 3. 4) ; Physical Education (4) ; Basket
ball (3, 4) ; Salutatorian of Class.
“Ev” is literally above us, altho she’s not in
the least “high hat.” She is a master of sev
eral trades, but her favorite spoit is keeping
the teachers from forgetting how to make the
letter “A.”

OLIVE JELLERSON

“Jelly"

(’lull Work (2. 3, I ) ; Basketball 11. 2. 3, 1) ; Phys
ical Education (2. 3); Class Treasurer (3);
Class Secretary (•!).

After seeing Olive in (he sketch last fall,
giving 5i clever male impersonation, we woncler
why Uncle Sam didn’t call on her to act as
"Senses taker." “.Jelly" is a calm, capable girl
whose conscientiousness in all she docs is
hound to lead to success. -

IRVING LEERING

‘•Muffler

Club Work (3. I>; Cross-Country (2, 3, 1); Bas
ketball (3. I).

‘‘Muffler” is the original "big noise" of the
class, and when he speaks, everyone has to be
very silent. Tradition relates how, when he
was a Freshman, “Muffler” was really still, but
wo can't vouch for the truth of that. He is
one of our best athletes.

ESTHER NIELSEN
“Blondy”
Club Work (3. It ; Glee Club (3) ; Physical Educa
tion (2. 3); Basketball (1, 2. 3, 1); Captain
(3); Editorial Board (•!).
Here is one of the reasons “why gentlemen
prefer blondes.” Calm, sunny, and quiet, Es
ther trail stop the flashiest forward with a lei
surely swing of her all-enveloping arms. A
regular stone wall of defense on our basketballteam, and one whom we will sorely miss.

"Rufus"
RUTH HARMON
Club Work (3. 1); Physical Education (3); Glee
Club (3).
“Rufus” is so shy and retiring that you would
hardly know she was around, but she is right
there when work is to be done. We are glad
she chose our class to graduate with.

“Oakic"
HILDA HARMON
Club Work (2. 3); Glee Club (3): Basketball (1,
2. 3. -1) ; Captain (4) : Class Play (4) : Senior
Drama (4): Public Speaking (4); Vice-Presi
dent of Class (4) ; Banquet Committee (4).
When Hilda leaves us this year, both basket
ball teams will suffer a severe loss. Hilda
doesn’t believe in getting all stewed up over
trilling matters, but when on the basketball
floor, she is quicker than a weasel, playing hard
and accurately. However, she doesn't appre
ciate being called a “hick” by a visiting team.
“Clam diggers” is so much more modern and
delicate, eh, what, Hilda?
i
i

i
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ANNA KENN1ST0N
Anna, after having globe-trotted for three
years, at last settled down with us to graduate.
We can’t publish her statistics on account of
the number of schools she has attended, but
during this year we have come to know her as
a jolly, companionable girl.

A LESSON IN CITIZENSHIP

Ellen felt a big lump in her throat. She
turned
away from the girls and started for
Ellen had just come over from Holland.
the schoolroom. Oh, how she wished she
She was very anxious to get acquainted
was back in dear old Holland, where every
with the American children and to sec
one was always kind to strangers! How
wonderful America, about which she had
glad she would be when school was over!
heard so much.
Then she heard the bell ring and saw
It was a bright morning in September all the children flocking into the schoolwhen little Ellen started out for her first house, so she followed the rest, and when
day in an American school. How happy she was inside the teacher showed her a
she was! How she had dreamed of it in seat beside a pretty girl with brown curls.
Holland and imagined how nice the girls She was so pretty that Ellen smiled at her.
would be to her! What a good time she When she saw Ellen looking at her, she
thought she would have!
turned her head the other way and whis
As she came into the schoolyard, she pered something to the girl on the other
saw all the girls, with their pretty colored side, who giggled. Ellen felt the lump in
dresses, talking and laughing together. her throat again and this time her eye
As she drew near, they stopped and stared lashes were wet, but she tried to hide them.
at her. She went past them into the school
The forenoon passed and noon came.
room.
Ellen tried to eat some of the lunch which
The teacher came to her and told her her mother had put up so carefully for her,
she could listen to the lessons today until but the food seemed to stick in her throat.
Finally the afternoon bell rang and
she understood what she wanted to take
besides English. Then she told her she Ellen listened carefully to the lessons.
Suddenly she looked out of the window
could go out and play with the other girls
and was surprised to sec that the sky was
until school started.
So Ellen went out.happily and walked black in the west with thunder heads and
towards a group of girls. As she drew the wind was whistling through the trees.
near, the girls pretended not to see her and She turned her attention to the lesson
walked away whispering among them again, but she could not keep her mind on
selves. She heard one of them say, as she it.
The thunder rumbled in the distance.
passed, “See what funny shoes she wears.
We don’t want her with us. She would be Then it came nearer and the rain fell in
torrents. The thunder increased until it
sure to disgrace us.”
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THE SPELL OF THE CARIBEES
was a continuous roar and the Hashes of
lightning were blinding.
A moon like a great red lantern lmng
Suddenly there was a terrific crash and motionless in the purple sky as the gray
the sound of splintering wood. Ellen heard yacht. Coral, slid through the still Bahama
the screams of the children as parts of the waters.
By the lee rail stood two figures side In
building fell and burst into flames. Every
body rushed for the door and the passage side. A voice, that of a girl, rose soft and
low like a sigh on the tropical night.
was soon blocked with terrified children.
“Oh. Daddy! It's so lovely, so gorgeous!
Xo one knew how it happened, hut
I
hadn't
dreamed it was like this!"
everyone listened as a commanding voice,
Another voice answered. It was that of
with a foreign accent, said, “Line up!'5
The children felt themselves being a man. “Because you were young then and
pushed into line and then they marched were used to such dreary surroundings.''5
‘‘Daddy, why is it this ‘Jack' Delout.
As Ellen watched the last one, the girl monte has so much power over you ? He
with the brown curls, go bv her into the seems to have you right under his fingers."
“Ardell, dear girl, lest you should for
open, there was a creeking and, before
get.
you must take all of these splendid
she could move, a large piece of burning
wood came crashing down, and Ellen was nights and enjoy them, for we know not
what is to come.5* With these words he
pinned beneath it.
left;
her.
When she awoke, she saw her teacher
Ardell
had already entered the land of
standing beside her with a large bunch of
thought. She recalled the little island be
roses in her arms.
tween Haiti and Cuba. She recalled her
‘‘Oh, dev is pretty!" Ellen murmured.
childhood there. Martin Drummond, her
Her teacher smiled down at her. “The father, had been Jack Delmonte’s partner
•-children sent you these," she said. “They in those days. Together they owned the
were so ashamed when you were taken to pineapple plantation that nearly covered
the hospital from the fire that they haven't the island. Even then, Delmonte had been
felt right since. Every day they have in the more important partner, though much
quired about you and asked when they younger, and with every passing year her
will be able to see you. You were so brave father's interest waned. Ardell also re
at the fire that it has taught them a lesson called the time when her father had re
that they will not forget soon.55
linquished the captaincy of the yacht in
“You tink dey vill like me?'5 Ellen favor of Delmonte.
queried.
Then, when she was fourteen years of
“Why, they all like you now, Ellen, and age. she was sent away to school in Massa
they are so sorry for the way they treated chusetts. What had happened afterwards
at the island Ardell had no way of know
you. Will you forgive them V)
The happy tears rolled down Ellen’s ing. But now she would soon know, for
cheeks. “Course, I'll forgive dem !*5 she an she was going hack there, after four years
swered. “I so glad I come to dis America!55 of fashionable school that had seen her
blossom from a tow-lieaded girl into a
A. E. F., 533.
brown-haired young woman.

;
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The moment she had stepped on the
Coral to sail home, she met a tall, dark,
manly, young fellow by the name of Hilly
Wright. She liked him very much and her
father did, also.
Billy cared little for the captain and
would hardly take orders from him.
There seemed also to he a strain of dislike
between the two of them. It existed to
such an extent that Delmontc would hold
a mysterious little sneer while in Billy’s
company. As time passed, the two became
bitter enemies, hardly speaking to each
other.
It happened that one day, as Ardell
was coming from her cabin below, she
heard her father and the captain talking
in harsh tones. So she stopped on the
stairs to listen. She heard the rough voice
of Delmontc, “Remember, Drummond, I
paid her way through that school and I’ll
have her, or you give me what it cost to
put her through!” A faint feeling came
over her. So Delmontc had financed her
way through school. If she had only
known! It was too late now, however,
Her father, she knew, was penniless.
Again that harsh voice. “It was her
mother’s wish that she should go there,
Only for me, it wouldn’t have been car
ried out!”
Her mother!
Ardell had never known her mother.
She had died on the island when Ardell
was but a baby.
That night Ardell didn’t sleep well.
For hours she tossed, wondering, won
dering what tomorrow and all her tomor
rows would bring.
She awoke with a ray of early morning
sun streaming gayly through the porthole,
Then, after a lazy yawn or two, she
leaped out of bed and pattered to the porthole. Standing on her toes, she peeped
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through it with a gasp of joy. She not
only was greeted by a calm sea and a blue
but by a green fringe of shore line.
“An island,'” she murmured. “Oh, it's
wonderful!”
Then she recalled the events of the day
before and her gay mood darkened, like a
cloud passing over the sun.
As she wandered up on the deck, she
walked to the rail. A spell seemed to hover
between the azure sea and sky, an enchant
ment, mystic and beautiful. It was the
spell of the Caribees.
Then she turned as if in a dream and
saw Billy in his overalls washing the deck.
So that old captain set him to do that!
She’d see about that!
The boy saw her troubled look and said,
with a pleasant, smile, “I’m having a wonderful time, so don’t bother the ‘Cap’ by
any angry words over me.”
Then she told him what she had heard
Delmonte tell her father the day before,
$jie saw a SWeep of anger pass over the
boy’s face. Then he said, “.Don’t you
worry, Miss Drummond. The crew is with
me and if Delmontc means to get funny,
we’ll just fix him!”
The rest of the day rolled along very
slowly for Ardell, although the Coral slid
like a dream through the enchanted sea.
At last the long day ended in a flaming
tropic sunset. Night fell. A million stars
came out. The red moon again hung like
a lantern in the purple sky.
The next morning when Ardell awoke,
she knew at once that they had reached
the island. As Ardell gazed out at the
island’s beauty, a thousand memories of
her childhood stirred in her. She had
raced along that white-sanded beach, swam
in the blue water, and climbed those palm
trees! How happy she had been! But
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now she could never be happy with Cap
tain Dehnonte around all the time.
When they reached shore in the boat,
they met Senor Fernando Cortez, the man
ager of the plantation. Ardcll remembered
the Spaniard, and her father greeted him
and she was presented.
“You have grown wonderfully, Senorita 1" he purred, in his Latin lisp.
“Thank you, Senor,” she replied.
As they neared the plantation house, a
stout figure came toward them, waving her
arms and crying in Spanish.
It was Sehora Teresa, the sister of
Cortez. She was overwhelmed with joy to
see her little Ardcll.
With everyone talking at once, they appreached the house, and there on tin4 porch
stood a slender, beautiful girl with black
hair and dark eyes. Ardcll remembered
her. How she had grown in the last few
years! It was Kosa, Teresa's daughter.
Xow the party entered the house. Ardell and Kosa were left while ArdelFs
father, with Cortez and Dehnonte, went
to talk business.
Then suddenly natives rushed up to the
house and burst in excitedly.
Delmonte, understanding them, cried,
“Afy crew have mutinied ! It's that young
one, Wright!”
Ardcll stood there, saying, “Oh, it can’t
lx*, he wouldn r —" She didn't finish the
sentence.
The two men. Cortez and Delmonte, got
the natives together and told them to shoot
to kill.
Delmonte left soon after. Scarcely had
lie taken his departure when Ardcll saw
Rosa slip out.
Left alone she tried to put her mind on
something else, but she couldn’t. Suddenly
steps sounded outside and whispers were
heard.

'

‘ - ' Sr.

“Someone wish to see yon," Teresa
beamed.
Wondering’ who it could be. Ardcll
opened the door, and there stood Billy.
“Ardcll,” lie cried, ‘‘there's nothing to
fear now. We have got the upper hand."
“lint how is it von come here like this?
Senora Teresa—"
“She's with us! She knows Dehnonte.
You come back with me to the Coral. It's
the only safe place for you."
“But Daddy! 1 can't leave Daddy!"
“lie'll be all right. Dehnonte won't
harm him any. It's only you who is in
(]an«er/’
At that moment, Sehora Teresa entered
oxejtedly. “The captain, he returned !”
she cried. “You muss fly, Senor! Jt iss
not time now to take Seiiorita. I guard
her. Quick, Senor!"
Already the stamp of feet was heard on
the porch.
“All right, I'll go!" he said. As he
opi ned a small door leading to the kitchen,
lu« called. “Adios, Ardcll. Don't worry,
lb member, it's coming out all right.”
The day passed and night came at last..
At the supper that night, Delmonte drank
freely of a strong kind of drink made from
the juice of the pineapple. He said, “They
can't get away with anything like this.”
Sitting there, Ardcll saw Rosa rise to
follow Delmonte out, and rising, she, too,
followed, wondering if this might be a clue
to the mystery. Delmonte was gone when
she reached the verandah, but Rosa still
hovered there, a shadow in the night. She
followed Rosa until she was some distance
from the house. Then Rosa gave a whistle
and out of the bushes slid a figure. It was
Billy!
“Senor!” whispered Rosa, “I have news,
It is the plan of the captain to attack the
Coral tonight!”
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“dust what did he say V" asked Billy.
“Ho say, Honor— (Ardell listened, and
Rosa told him that Belmonte had planned
to surround the yacht with men and then
attack it. So Rosa was on their side, too!
Well, they had someone to help, anyway.)
But suddenly dark figures caught them
all and bound them. They wore carried to
a dark hut. They were not there very long
when a shadow passed hv the window and
stealthily came in and unbound each one.
They never found out who it was, but they
knew it was one of the natives.
They remained hidden that night and
the next morning they stole out so they
could get a glimpse of the ('oral. How
dear she looked to them! How Ardell
wished she was there sailing happily about
on it! They decided to swim to the Coral,
so diving in, they soon reached her safely.

I
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That night Billy gathered his men and
went ashore where all the rest were eating
supper. The men surrounded the place
and then attacked by climbing the palm
trees and hiding themselves so they
couldn’t be seen. At the first shot, the na
tives and other men rushed out. Billy’s
first victim was Belmonte, and the second,
Cortez. They were careful though about
Rosa, Sonora Teresa, and Drummond.
Finally, after a long time of shooting, it
became quiet. When the men were sure
they would be safe, they climbed down
from the trees. Entering the house, they
found a few natives about and Sonora
Teresa calmly bathing her brother’s wound
which was not very serious. Drummond
was talking with Cortez.
Billy heard Drummond say, “Cortez,
tell me all the circumstances of this plan
of Belmonte’s. Was he swindling me for
the plantation or trying to get my daugh
ter ?”

Then Corlez, in his Latin tongue, re
plied, “Sefior. he wish very much to have
belli. Maybe if he had liecs peek of the
two, it won hi he Seiiorita.”
Driunmond laughed, “So you think if
he tried getting only Ardell lie would sne
ered ?”
The Spaniard smirked, “Yes.”
“Xo, Cortez, not while Billy was
around. Neither plantation nor daughter
would ho get.”
Billy interrupted then and wanted to
know when they could bring Ardell back
to shore.
“Any time is all right now, Billy,” said
Mr. Drummond. “But before you go, let
me congratulate you on vour good schemmg. If it had not been for you, Martin
Drummond and his daughter would be
very sad now.” With his beaming smile,
Billv went alone for Ardell.
lie found her very nervous, but after
the good news, she brightened like a sum
mer day after a thunder storm, and again
the still, balmy breezes of the tropic island
spread their spell over two that night in
stead of one.

o.

m.
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UNCLE DODD’S VISIT TO
CONEY ISLAND
“It wuz gittin’ on ter the middle of
duly, when that fool nephew o’ mine took
a notion of a-wantin’ me ter go ter Coney
Island with him. ‘Come on. Unde,’ he sez,
sez he, ‘an’ we’ll take a little joy ride ter
Coney Island.’
“Now it wuz hot as blazes on th' ole
farm, an’ with his talk o' th’ ocean an’
’freshment stands an’ what not, I took a
notion ter go. So I puts on me Sundavgo-meetin’ suit an’ me high collar, an’
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starts off with Silas an’ another crazy
young un, named Hank. Them two tcrgether reminded me o' wild colts, full o’
mettle an’ mischief.
“Well, Silas had one o' those new
fangled roadsters, an' he starts off with a
jerk, an* then how we did go! I wuz so
plumb sceered out o' me senses that 1 be
gan ter holler ‘whoa,* an* starts a-pullin' at
th' steerin’ wheel or somethin’. I wuz
mighty nigh dead with fright when we
reached Coney.
“Tli’ first thing those young jaek-a-napes
did. wuz ter buy some peanuts. ‘Elephunt
food.’ J calls ’em. Artcr they stuffed some
o' them in me mouth so I most-a choked
ter death, they wanted me ter try ail’ evo
lution thing, I guess they calls ’em. They
evolute roun' an’ roun', an' has a hull zoo
on top o’ ’em. I got astride o' a horse but,
say, tli' blamed thing never budged a inch.
It wuz hitched outer a pole, an’ ter find
a way ter unhitch tli’ critter, I couldn’t
ter save me soul. I wuz a-ponderin’ on
this, when I saw that none o' th’ others wuz
movin’. Then all o’ a sudden, that danged
ole mule gives a leap in th’ air, music starts
playin’, an’ tli’ hull zoo begins a-movin’
aroun'! That horse, he kept a-goin’ up an’
down, up an’ down, till I wuz nigh out o’
me senses! Bless me bonnet, but I wuz!
Th’ l>oys thought it wuz gran* an’ I sez to
’(an, sez I—‘Well. I’d a-rather ride ole
Dynamite, tli’ mule ter home, twelve times
a week then one o’ these things five min
utes' ! sez I to ’em.
“Th’ nex’ thing those young scapegraces
did wuz ter git me on what they calls a
jack-o-th’ rabbit or somethin’. But blamed
if I could see a rabbit about ’em! We gets
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inter a little car that goes on tracks. 1
o’jccted strongly, but they sez they’d let me
ride in tli’ back.seat as it wuz safer, so 1
gets in. Well, tli’ thing started a-movin'.
Fust we went down a little bill an’ 1
thought sure 1 wuz a-left behind,—that's
tli’ way it felt, anyway. Then we crawled
uj) a big, long bill an' L gets kinda nerv
ous for fear somethin* would break an'
we'd go sheetin' down backwards. We just
got uj) on that hill an' I draws a full breath
o* relief, when all at once, we started
a shootin* down a bill.—me best hat went
a-sailin' off inter tli' ocean, an' 1 thought
sure we'd jump right off the rails inter tli’
ocean on th' side! I hung on tight an’ all
at onec we starts a-shootin' up ter heaven,
an' T closed me eyes 'spectiii' ter see St.
Peter an’ angels, when down we whizzed
an' u]) we flew again so quick I thought
sure me neck wuz a-comin’ oil' me
shoulders.
“I wuz kinda weak when we reached tli’
groun’ agin, an’ I vowed I'd never go on
one o’ them contraptions agin! Th’ boys
laffed an' wanted me ter‘try ‘Xoah's Ark,’
but I told ’em I wuz as near th’ Promised
Land as I wanted ter be an’ you kin bet ]
gived them fellers a down right good
scoldin’ on how tor treat their elders an’
sicli! I made them meek as Moses, so that
they took me home without no back talk!
Yes—siree, bless me bonnet, but I did! 1
told ’em Pd a-rather stay ter home an’
pitch hay or chop wood as hot as it wuz,
than ter be a-riskin’ me life an’ losin’ me
good hat in tli’ ocean, that Mandy, me wife,
had just bought fer me from th’ city.”
E. L. C., ’30.

THE FOUR CORNERS
COMMON BIRDS OF FIELDS AND
WOODLANDS
Spring!
“I know the song the bluebird is singing
Out in the apple tree where he is swinging;
Dear little blossoms, clown under the snow,
You must be weary of winter, I know.
Hark! While I sing you a message of cheer,
Summer is coming and springtime Is here.”

I
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With this song the spring migration of
birds starts. After March twenty-first,, one
begins to see in the fields red-winged black
birds and juncos. Also in the woodlands
you see brown creepers, catbirds, and
flickers.
Many of these birds, which have spent
the winter in the south, migrate here in
large numbers, some to stay with us in the
summer, others to fly on farther north.
A flock of slate-colored juncos on the
new-fallen snow is a very interesting sight
on a cold winter’s day. These birds come
north with the first hard frost, and about
May they leave for their northern breed
ing ground.
In the pasture, where the trickling brook
lazily finds its way, is an ideal place to
find the red-winged blackbird. Usually
about the first of March, the male birds
arrive in flocks and may be heard singing
gaily while the ground is still deeply cov
ered with snow.
Early in April the black and white
creepers appear running up and down the
tree trunks looking for insects, upon which
all warblers subsist. These birds build
their nests in old stumps or mossy hanks
where bark, leaves, and hair make a downy
nest for the four or five little birds.
Another bird of the April migration is
the barn swallow, tropical bird of the air.
Up in the rafters of a bam or in the arch
of an old bridge is an ideal place for this
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swallow to build his bracket-like nest of
clav, mud, and straw.
"Merrily swinging on brier and weed
Near to the nest of his little dame;
Over the mountain-side or mead,
Robert of Lincoln is telling his name:
Bob-o-link, bob-o-link,
Spink, spank, spink.”
Thus William Cullen Bryant described
the bobolink; which migrates to us in early
May. These birds build their nests on the
ground, and after midsummer the cares of
the family have so worn upon our dashing
friend that his song is seldom heard. In
August the bobolinks begin their journey
southward, living mainly by night. Arriv
ing in tin* southern states, they become the
sad-colorcd, low-voiced rice birds. Could
there be a more tragic ending to the glori
ous note of the gay songster of the north?
A Hash of fire through the air; the Bal
timore oriole cannot be mistaken with its
rich, high, whistled song. When the or
chards are in blossom, the male birds ar
rive in full plumage and song, and await
the coming of the female birds that travel
northward, more leisurely, in flocks.
"Of all the weavers that I know,
The oriole is best;
High upon the branches of the tree
She hangs her cozy nest.”
Among the thick foliage of the tallest
tree, the mellow and pleasing song of the
scarlet tanager may be occasionally heard
after early May. These scarlet, tanagers,
the male of which is probably the most
conspicuous bird of North America, arrive
in their summer coats of vivid scarlet and
jet black. In addition to exhibiting fas
cinating qualities of color and song, the
scarlet tanager is of great, economic im
portance to us, as it is a diligent hunter of
noxious insects, especially those found
among tree tops.
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THE FOUR CORNERS
September!
“The goldenrod is yellow,
The corn is turning brown.
The trees in apple orchards
With fruit are bending down.”

would lie look at another girl.
When he reached home, his deep sorrow
had turned to anger. lie slammed doors
and rattled windows, threw his coat and
In another month the fall migration will hat on the floor and broke several phono
start and the birds of southern winter will graph records. Ilis mother, hearing- the
leave us and migrate to the southern states. noise, came in hastily, trying to quiet- him,
Although the grosbeaks, kingfishers, flick saying his sister had a friend visiting her
ers, bobolinks, and other summer residents from school and that Ik* ought to meet her.
Bobbie furtively straightened his tie,
leave here, nuthatches, woodpeckers, and
juneos appear to stay during the long- spit on his hair and was ready. He was
introduced to Louise Marie and after hold
win ter.
The cheery, irrepressible song of the ing her fat little paw for about, five min
chickadee may be heard through sunshine, utes, promptly fell in love again.
Louise Marie, who was a shy little thing,
snow, and tempest, as he swings around
the dangling cones of the evergreens. It never had such a violent lover before. She
fairly overflows with good spirit, and is was rushed here and there, danced about
never more contagiously gay than in a and compelled to listen to such poetry as
she never supposed existed, for, of course,
snowstorm.
What could be more glorious than God’s when Bobbie was in love, he was like any
man.
wonderful gift to nature \
After a month of ardent wooing. Bobbie
B. M., ’3:1.
proposed. But Louise Marie, it seems, was
SPRING FEVER
to be married the next month and her
Spring had come, as it often does, and sweetheart was coming the next day to take
Bobbie Shaftoe was in love—madly, in her home.
The next day Bobbie went to the train
sanely in love and crazy with jealousy over
the only girl in the world, little freckle with her. He could hardly bear to let his
faced Mary Jones, who lived over the beloved go out of his life forever, but if he
must he would bear it like a man. In his
corner drug store and who sold sodas.
One cool and balmy evening, with just heart lie felt that he never would recover.
The train puffed in and Bobbie, his eyes
the right amount of moon, Bobbie, who was
a very romantic lover, went to quote poetry puffed out from weeping, put Louise on
the train and turned away. He could not
to Mary and incidentally propose to her.
Mary received him coolly and as he trust himself to look at her again, so he
started reciting soul fully, “My Mary’s resolutely fixed his eyes on the ground
Eyes.** she informed him that she was ahead of him. He remained this way for
leaving for the city next day, never to re about five minutes before he realized that
turn. and that he might be so kind as to he was looking at the daintiest pair of
go home so that she might say good-bye to ankles that he had ever seen. Slowly he
her real sweetheart.
let his eyes open and then he gasped aloud
Bobbie plunged along the street fully and rushed to ask the station master where
convinced that his heart was broken. How that charming young lady from the train
could she have been so cruel when she knew was staying.
how he loved her. Never, thought Bobbie,
A. P. M., ’31.
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SOMEWHERE IN FRANCE
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dim Collins sat in his office chair smok
ing a cigarette when he heard a newsboy
cry, “'File United States has entered the
war! All about the war! Extra! We have
entered the war!” Jim jumped up and
looked out of the office window and called
to a newspaper hoy below to come up with
a paper. After dim bought his paper, he
began to read about the United States’ en
tering the war.
A week later his friends were enlisting
to go and help America, dim did not want
to go because he was afraid at first, hut his
friends had enlisted and left dim, so at
last he decided to enlist and join them.
Two months later Jim was in perfect
condition, and was a big, healthv-looking
young man. At last the day came for his
division to sail. It was in November, 1917.
The U. S. S. Leviathan took his division
over to France. It took nine days for them
to cross the Atlantic. They landed in Eng
land, where they had to train some more.
This was not a very easy job, for every
morning he had to he up at five o’clock and
start helping to get breakfast. After
breakfast, they would march for five miles.
When they came hack they would have
dinner, and then start drilling.
Two weeks later Jim’s division received
orders for ten men to he sent to an air field
outside of a little French town just be
hind the lines.
Jim was one of the ten who left at once
for France. He did not arrive at the air
field until a week later. These men were
wanted for aviators, as they had lost so
many they had to send for more. At first
Jim was used as a mechanic, hut at last
lie had a chance to become an aviator and
sail in the clouds behind the joy-stick of
a Spad.
He was happy to think he could pilot an
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airplane, but how long would lie be able to
do it ? He kept thinking of that sometimes
until it would make him almost sick.
The first, time came for Jim to go with
the A flight on the Dawn Patrol. At fivethirty the squadron started for Hunland,
where they found it as hot as ever; they
crossed the lines. Now they were in
German territory looking for trouble and
they found it, plenty of it. There were
seven Spads in the A flight. They found
six Fokkers floating along down below
them. The flight commander gave the sig
nal and away they went in a long, steep
dive for the Bodies. Jim was terribly
frightened, hut he followed the others,
ready to pick a fight with the Germans—
and they got the fight. The Germans saw
them coming, and they spread out ready
for battle. Jim spread away from the
others and picked his man. Jim’s man was
the Bodies’ flight commander. The sky
was like a hornet’s nest. The roar of
motors and the cracking of machine guns
was deafening.
Jim started a fight with the German
flight commander. They surely did have
a fight. Jim’s plane was shot to pieces
quite badly now, hut lie hung on. All at
once Jim saw the flight commander of the
Germans in the gun sights. JTc pulled the
triggers. lie got him ! The German went
on his death parade.
After the fight Jim looked for the
others, hut he could not find them. He had
drifted away from them! so he started
home. On his way he saw a bombing plane
headed for his air field. Away Jim went
just as fast as his Spad would carry him,
headed for the bomber. Could he reach it ?
He did not know, hut he could try. Jim
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was catching up with it all the time. At
last he was only a mile from it, now a
half-mile, now a quarter-mile! Now they
were over the air field, fighting each other
like dogs! Jim fought hard and took terrible chances. He would dive under and
up into the bottom of the bomber. Jim
was in a dive, this time going strong, when
he felt a sharp pain in his shoulder. He
knew at once he had been hit. That boy
wouldn't give up the ship for that. He
was too ambitious to stop now, because his
“buddies” were below on the field watch
ing his actions.
Jim at last got the pilot of the bomber
in his sights. He pulled the triggers; the
bomber burst into flames and started for
a long, long spin to earth.
Jim was weak from loss of blood. He
started at once in a long dive for the air
field. He levelled off for a landing when
everything went black.
When he awoke he was in a hospital at
the rear of the lines — somewhere in
France.
G. E. S., ’33.
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SONG HITS OF YESTERDAY AND
TODAY
“Once Upon a Time in May,” “While
Strolling Through the Park One Day,” 1
spied “Annie Laurie” and “The Sheik"
“Swinging Down the Lane” “Together”
“On a Bicycle Built for Two.”
“Piccolo Pete” and “Kathleen Mavourneon” were “Oanoodioodling Along” on
the “Beautiful Ohio.”
“Rio Rita” was “Hanging on a Garden
Gate*’ “Whispering” “Sweet Nothings of
Love” to “Old Black Joe.”
“In the Evening by the Moonlight,”

‘‘Old Dog Tray” was “Humming” “The
Shepherd's Serenade,” while the “Ukulele
Lady" and “The Vagabond Lover” were
“Strolling Along Moonlight Bay” in “My
Merry Oldsmobile,”
“Lucky Lindy” was “Singing in the
Bain.” “When the Corn Ts Waving, Annie
Dear,” “Meet Me at Twilight.” “In the
Shade of the Old Apple Tree.”
“'Plie Irish Washer Woman" was “Stroll
ing Along Memory Lane” “Dreaming”
about “A Bundle of Old Love Letters”' from
“Sam, the Old Accordion Man,” and “That
Old Gang O' Mine” was “Doing the Rac
coon” by “The Star Spangled Banner” at
“Three O'clock in the Morning.”
“When June Came Along With a Song,"
a
In
“V odding Bells went “ 1 ing-a-Ling
Bie Old Town Hall “Just Around the
Corner.”'
“In a Monastery Garden,” “Barney
Google” was “Waltzing” with the “Rose
of Washington Square,” while “In a
Persian Market,” “Old Solomon Levy”
was “Singing in the Bathtub.”
“In the Garden of Tomorrow, i ‘The
Little Tin Soldier” was “Whispering” to
“K-Iv-K-Ivaty”: “There’s ‘A Cottage for
Sale’ ‘Where the Sweet Forget-Me-Nots
Remember’.”
“In the Dead of the Night,” “Charlie,
My Boy,” with a bad case of “Alcoholic
Blues,” was “Stumbling All Around,”
“Teasing” “The Sweetheart of Sigma
Chi” to “Show Him the Way to go Home”
before “He Faw Down and Go Boom.”
As I stood “All Bv Myself” “In the
Middle of the Night,” “Counting the Stars
Alone,” “I Sez to Myself, Sez I, Sez I”:
“This is ‘The End of a Perfect Day’.”
F. E. L., ’31.
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SOMEWHERE
Somewhere a rainbow’s shining
In the blue, summer sky;
Somewhere a silver lining
Brightens all hopes that die.
Somewhere
Bringing
Somewhere
Yearning

a fire is burning.
its warmth and cheer;
a heart is yearning,
l’or someone dear.

Somewhere the birds are calling,
Calling from o'er the hills;
Somewhere the night is falling,
Falling so deep and still.
Somewhere a moon is beaming
In the dark heavens above;
Somewhere a soul is dreaming,
Dreaming of life and love.
Somewhere the stars are fading,
Somewhere the night is gone,
Somewhere the world is waiting
For a bright, Golden Dawn.
F. E. L., ’31.

SCHOOL DAYS
Pictures of days long gone
Will come before our eyes,
So let us store in memory
These days as they go by.
For Pleasure is a fleeting thing,
And Youth, why can’t it last?
Time flies by on swiftest wing,
But friendship holds us fast.
H. G. S., ’31.

THE FLIVVER
1 come to school ’most every day
In my big brother’s flivver.
1-Ie has no heater In the thing,
That’s why I always shivver.
Some day when school is closed again
And days are hot and muggy,
I'll try condensing summer heat
And install it in his buggy.
P. H. F., '31.

THEY FAW DOWN AND GO BOOM!
Tune: “I Faw Down and Go Boom!”
Scarboro High is full of pep, full of pep. yes,
by heck!
comes, we make ’em step,
When
They faw down and go boom!
She gets right upon her feet, on her feet, kind
o’ weak,
Scarboro comes down like a streak,
They faw down and go boom!
We cheer, and cheer, and cry, “Siss! Boom!
Wow!”
They try, and try, but Scarboro comes and
shows ’em how—
And Scarboro takes their breath away, breath
away, boy! I’ll say!
---------starts to reel and sway, and they faw
down and go boom!
F. L., ’31,
A. M., ’31,
H. F., ’31.

LEWISTON TOURNAMENT
The basketball tourney at last arrived,
So the team of Scarboro was soon to be tried;
Everyone, hoping but fearing the worst,
Awaited results and cheered from the first.
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Wells and Scarboro were first to play,
With teams well-matched, Red won the day.
Everyone cheered and sat back content,
Deeming their time and shouts well spent.
With this game won, Oxford they played,
And they tackled this job somewhat afraid,
But with cool heads and teamwork fine,
They won this game and were still in line.
South Paris was last, could Red stand the test?
They played with courage and did their best.
Two overtime periods—the game was done,
The rafters resounded that Scarboro had won.
A. M., '31.

NIGHT
Sun is sinking in the West,
Birds are calling all to rest,
Drowsy murmurs fill the air,
Night is falling everywhere.
Shadows seem to cover all,
And they deepen as they fall;
Stars appear as moon climbs high
In the deep sapphire sky.
From the pine tree on the hill,
Sweetly sings the whippoorwill;
While the heavens clear and bright,
Herald the return of night.
F. E. L„ ’31.
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Xorman Morse, at. home, Scarboro.
Iiachel Shaw, employed at King A* Dex
ter's, Portland. Maine.
Ernest Bowlev, at home, Scarboro.
Clara Storey, Gorham Xormal, Gor
ham, Maine.
Bernice Thibcan, at home, Pine Point.
Delia Smith, at home, Harrison, Me.
Urbain Archambanlt, Xew York City.
Elmer Sawyer, at home, Scarboro.
Joseph Libby, at home, Scarboro.
Walter Douglas, at home, Scarboro.
Sranlev Pederson, deceased.

3kTvroii Libby, J15, Hattie .Tones.
Addie Killer, ’9r>, Edward Vale, Portland.
Abbie Small, ?20, Albert Libby, '21.

BIRTHS
Xeil Allan, son of Mr. and Airs. Emile
Janellc, Airs. Janelle (Mabel Xielsen) in
class of 1920.
Betty Constance, daughter of Air. and
AHs. Edward Xielsen, both graduates of
Scarboro High School. Airs. Xielsen was
Dagma Olesen, *28.
Alargaret Elaine, daughter of Air. and
Alls. Philip Gower. Airs. Gower (Helen
Bowlev) graduated in the class of 1926.
Viola Agnes, daughter of Air. and Airs.
MARRIAGES
Maurice
Plowman. Both are graduates of
Alollie Pillsburv, '26, James Donahue.
Scarboro
High School, Air. Plowman in
Dagma Olesen, ?2S, Edward Xielsen,
the
class
of 1925 and Airs. Plowman
27.
(Tena B. AIcKenney) in class of 1926.
Frances Bowlev, ?2S, Joseph Morse.
Helen Baker Hilton, a daughter Louise.
Erwin D. Woodward, ?27, Doris E.
Airs.
Hilton graduated in the class of 1920.
Pei i dexter.
Airs.
Elva Gilman Boynton, ’13, of
Constance Higgins, ’28, Lawrence HarTenaflv,
X. J., a daughter.
mon.
DEATHS
Henrietta Meserve, ?2S, Reginald Gerrish.
Stanley Pederson, ’29.
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ITEMS OF INTEKFST
Stanley Hannon, '28, and Gerald Fillsbniy, ’28, are attending Sophomore year
at Northeastern University, Boston, Mass.
Mary Pederson, *27, is teaching at the
Beech Hill School, Searboro.
Herman Ward. ’27, is attending Bangor
Theological Seminary, Bangor, Maine.
Lois Pillsbury, ’2(5, is teaching music in
Boston, Mass.
Margaret Urquhart, ’20, will graduate
from Nasson Institute this spring.
Ada Wentworth, ’20, who graduated
from Xasson last year, is now teacher of
Home Economics in the schools of Skowliegan, Maine.
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The Searboro Town Team, which has
played a long series of basketball games
this past winter, is composed wholly of
former stars in Searboro High—Walter
Xielsen, *25, Clyde; Harmon, ’20, Eldred
Harmon. ’27, Ralph Lorfano, ’28, Joseph
Libby. *21), Norman .Morse, ’21), and Er
nest Jlowley, ’21).
Jocelyn, the daughter of Dorothy Miller
Shaw, *0-L won the Junior Brize Speaking
(‘oiliest this year.
Chester Baker, ’20, is now engaged in
V. M. C. A. work in New York.
Chester Scamman, ’28, is a member of
the Phi Mu Delta Fraternity at the Uni
versity of Maine.
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During the past year, Scarboro has en iug champions, barely squeezed out a win
gaged in all the sports which schools in over our track team, winning by a margin
this vicinity enter into, with the exception of only one-half point.
of baseball. The most notable achievement
Libby, ’29, was high-point scorer for
of any team was the winning of the Lewis
Scarboro, amassing 1014 points.
ton Small Schools Tourney by the boys'
The results of the meet were as follows:
basketball team. In the Cumberland
Mile Run—Badger, Windham, 1st; Lyons,
County Conference we won first in the in- Scarboro, 2d; Caswell, Pennell, 3d. Time: 5
door track meet; second in boys’ basket- min - 17 sec.
100-yd Dash—First Heat—Sawyer, Pennell,
ball, swimming, and outdoor Track: third 1st;
Nelson, Greely, 2d; Crocker, Freeport, 3d.
Time: 11 sec.
in girls’ basketball and cross-country.

OUTDOOR TRACK
The second annual Triple C track meet
was held on May IS, 1929. at the athletic
field of the I leering High School. Six
schools were entered: Pennell Institute,
Freeport High, Windham High, Greely
Institute, Cape Elizabeth High, and Scar
boro High. Pennell Institute, the defend-

Second Heat—Winslow, Freeport, 1st; Pratt,
Windham, 2d; Bagley, Cape Elizabeth, 3d.
Time: 11% sec.
Final Heat—Sawyer, Pennell, 1st; Winslow,
Freeport, 2d; Nelson, Greely, 3d. Time: 11%
sec. (New Record.)
440-yd. Dash—Ferguson, Scarboro, 1st; Pratt,
Windham, 2d; Winslow, Freeport, 3d. Time:
57% sec. (New Record.)
SSO-yd. Dash—Badger, Windham, 1st; Win
slow, Freeport, 2d; Caswell, Pennell, 3d. Time:
2 rain-- 28% sec.
Shot Put—Sawyer, Pennell, 1st; Dalrymple,
Freeport, 2d; Verrill, Pennell, 3d. Distance:
38 ft., 2Vi in. (New Record.)
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Javelin—Severy, Pennell, 1st; Rice, Scarboro,
2d; Ferguson, Scarboro, 3d. Distance: 134 ft.,
5 in.
High Jump—Libby. Scarboro, and Severy,
Pennell, tie for first; Ferguson, Scarboro, and
Williams, Freeport, tic for third. Height: 5 ft.,
2 in.
Discus—Morse, Scarboro, 1st; Frost, Pennell,
2d; Dalrymple, Freeport, 3d. Distance: SS ft.,
8 in. (New Record.)
Broad Jump—Libby, Scarboro, 1st; Nelson.
Greely, 2d; Severy, Pennell, 3d. Distance: IS
ft., (5 in. (New Record.)
Pole Vault—Severy, Pennell, 1st; Snow, Scar
boro, and Blackstone, Freeport, tie for 2d.
Height: 9 ft., 6 in.
Relay—Scarboro (Ferguson, Snow, Rice, Lib
by) 1st; Pennell, 2d; Freeport, 3d. Time;
42% sec.
POINT SUMMARY
£&

—:
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lUU-yd. Dash,
Mile Run,
440-yd. Dash,
SSO-yd. Dash,
Discus,
Shot Put,
Javelin,
High Jump,
Broad Jump,
Pole Vault,
Relay,
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0
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5
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0
0
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4
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0
0
2
2
0
5
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Libby, ’29, Morse, ’29, Ferguson, ’30,
Lyons, ’32, Rice, ’32, represented Scar
boro at the State Track Meet at Bates Col
lege in June, 1929. winning two firsts and
two thirds.
Libby won first in high hurdles, first in
broad jump.
Rice won third in low hurdles, third in
javelin.

CROSS-COUNTRY
Two weeks after the beginning of school
last fall, the following men reported to
Coach Bessoy for cross-country practice:
('apt. Ferguson, \30, Peering, ’30, Libby,
*30, Snow, ’ill, Burnell, *31, Pooler, ’31,
Berry, ’31, Douglas, ’31, Waltz, ’32,
Lyons, ’32, Douglas, ’32, Rice, ’32, Milliken, ’33, and Scamman, ’33.
Our first race was on October 9 with
Windham High over our home course,
and we easily defeated them by a score of
19-39.
Order of finish: Lyons, S; Cobb, W;
Waltz, S; Ferguson, S; Snow, S; Peer
ing, S; Morrell, W; Rice, S; Foster, W;
Hill, W; Caton, W; Maburn, W; Hawkes,
W; Burnell, S; Pooler, S. Time, 11 min
utes 58 seconds.
1
3
4
5
6—19
Scarboro
2
7
9 10 11—39
Windham
On October 16 we ran Pennell Institute
over the course at Gray, winning out in
a hard-fought race by one point.
Order of finish: Sawyer, P; Lyons, S;
Hancock, P; Waltz, S; McPherson, P;
Ferguson, S; Rice, S; Snow, S; Harmon,
P; Chipman, P; Caswell, P; Carter, P;
Peering, S; Burnell, S; Manchester, P;
Libby, S; Lawton, P. Time, 9 minutes 53
seconds.
6
7
S—27
2
4
Scarboro
5
9 10—2S
1
3
Pennell .
Our third dual run was on October 23
with Freeport High on our course, and in
this race wo were nosed out by one point.
Order of finish: Lyons, S; Waltz, S;
Palrymple, F; Winslow, F; Tuttle, F;
Soule, F; Snow, S; Ferguson, S; McAl
lister, F; Burnell, S; Peering, S; Rice,

I
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S; Hayward, F; Pooler, 8. Time, 12 min
utes 40 seconds.
3
1
5
6
9—27
Freeport
......... l 2 7 S 10—28
Scarl.oio
On November 2 Scarboro competed with
Pennell Institute, Freeport High and
Windham High at Gorham Normal School
for the championship of the Triple ('
League, Pennell carried off the honors and
won permanent possession of the Normal
trophy. Sawyer of Pennell, who had pre
viously won the individual state cross
country championship at the University
of Maine, won first place, although our
star runner, Lyons, pushed him hard
throughout the race. Individual runners
finished in this order:

i:

■

Sawyer, P: Lyons. S; Winslow, F;
1 )alrymple, F: Cobb, W; Hancock, P;
Waltz. S: McPherson. P; Macguirc. P:
Chipman. P; Snow, S; Harmon, P: Tut
tle, F: York, F; Soule, F; Ferguson, S;
Hayward, F: McAllister, F; Peering, S:
Morrell..W; Foster, AY; Carter, P; Caton,
AY; Hill, AY; Hawkes, AY; Libby, S; Pur
nell. S. Time; 13 minutes 4 seconds.
Pennell
1 6
8
9 10—34
3
4 13 14 15—49
Freeport .
2 7 11 16 19—55
Scarboro
5 20 21 23 24—93
Windham

SWIMMING
:•
;:

The third annual Triple C swimming
meet was held in February at the Portland

V. M. C. A. AYc had already secured one
leg on the trophy, as we had won the meet
in 1921), hut Windham High trimmed us
out this year by presenting a better bal
anced team.
Our team consisted of ('apt. Ferguson,
'do, Libby, '30, Snow, ?dl, Turner, ’31.
Craig, *d2. and Lyons, '32.
Summary:
40-yd. Free Style—Dalrymple. Freeport, 1st;
Caton, Windham, and Lamb, Windham, tie for
2d. Time: 27 sec.
40-yd. Backstroke—Ferguson, Scarboro, 1st;
other contestants disqualified. Time: 47.2 sec.
40-yd. Breaststroke—Smith, Standish, 1st:
Pratt. Windham, 2d; Ferguson, Scarboro, 3d.
Time: 39 sec.
Plunge for Distance—Lamb, Windham, 1st;
Dalrymple, Freeport. 2d; Lyons. Scarboro, and
Craig, Scarboro, tie for 3d. Distance: 34 ft.
Dives—Varney. Gorham, 1st; Craig, Scar
boro, 2d: Tuttle. Freeport, 3d.
Relay—Won by Windham. Time: 51.4 sec.
(New Record.)
POINT SUMMARY

40-vd. Free Style,
40-yd. Backstroke.
40-yd. Breaststroke,
Plunge,
Dives,

Relay,
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BASKETBALL (Boys)

giving us a 20-27 victory. The most ihrill-

i!

Our principal, Mr. Bessey, resumed the
coaching of the boys' team this year. Only
two letter men were left from last year's

iug finish was in the finals of the Lewiston
Tourney, when we made up an eight-point
had from South Paris High in the last
five minutes of regular play and won out
by one point, only after two hectic over
time periods bad been played.

ill

I:
:i
I

team, namely, Urquhart, ’30, and Snow.
’31. As no captain was elected by last
year's letter men, Urquhart and Snow
have alternated as captain throughout the
year. The regular line-up for most of our
games has been Snow, ’31, right forward;
Lyons. ’32, left forward; Ferguson. ’30,
center: Rice, ’32. right guaid, and Urtpihart, '30, left guard. The first-string substatutes have been peering, ’30, Craig, ’32,
Lihbv, *30, and Douglas, *31. The most
promising of our second-string material
have been Pooler, ’31, Clark, '32, Jensen,
’32, and Milliken, ’33.

At the end of the regular playing sea
son, we were tied with Windham High for
the championship. The play-off was held
at the Portland Athletic Club. Before a
record crowd, we were defeated 10-16.
However, we atoned for this defeat by
winning the Lewiston Small Schools Tourncy later in the same week, defeating
Wells High, Oxford High and South Paris
High in successive games.

JLTrquhart was chosen as all-tournament
guard in the line-up picked by the Lewis
ton -Journal, and Snow was included as
forward in the choice of the Lewiston Sun.
Snow was also voted the second most val
uable player in the entire tournament bv
a committee of coaches and newspaper
men chosen for this purpose.
SEASON’S RECORD
Some of our most thrilling games were Scarbo; o 24
(home)
Buxton 17
due to the fact that we came from behind Scarboro 24
(home)
Windham 20
(away)
Windham 29
in seven of these games, winning out by a Scarboro 22
44
(home)
Gorham 5
strong fourth-period attack, twice winning Scarboro
Scarboro 21
(away)
Standish 27
out in overtime periods. In the Standish Scarboro 19
(away)
Greely
17
Scarboro
4S
(home)
Freeport 19
game, after being on the small end of a
Scarboro 2S
(away)
Buxton 22
14-G score at the half, we tied the game Scarboro 20
(away)
Gorham 14
; t the (-ml of the fourth quarter at 22 all, Scarboro 24
(home)
Standish 22
(away)
Freeport 16
and Snow shot the winning basket in a Scarboro 36
Scarboro 23
(home)
Greely 12
thrilling three-minute overtime period. In Scarboro 16
(Portland)
Windham 19
the (ircely game, our opponents hold
LEWISTON TOURNAMENT
a 12-7 lead at the half. Our team held Scarboro 32
Wells
21
them scoreless in the last half, winning out Scarboro 29
Oxford
27
South Paris 26
23-12. fn the Oxford game. Ferguson shot Searboro 27
a basket in the last twenty seconds of play, Scarboro 437
Opponents 313
Although we have won all six games
which we have played on our own floor this
year, yet we cannot he classed as a “home"
team, as we have played ten games on
foreign floors, winning seven of these.
Searhoio has handed every team that it
has played against this year at least one
defeat.
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TRIPLE C LEAGUE STANDING

INDIVIDUAL SCORING
Coals
Snow,
Lyons,
Ferguson,
Rice,
Urquhart,
Craig,
Deering,

GG

4S
2G
20

10
S
1

81

Fouls Points
1G1
27
119
23
63
11
S
4S
7
0

27

1

3

1G

Windham High,
Scarboro High,
Standish High,
Greely Institute,
Gorham High,
Freeport High,

Won
9
8
7
3
2
2

Lost
2
3
3
7

S
S
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200
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BASKETBALL (Girls)
Our first practice was held during the
first week in November, with Miss Esther
Kuudscn, a former player at Portland
High and Colby College, as our coach.
As we did not lose a single player from
last year’s team, we have had practically
the same line-up as then, the veteran
players being Captain H ilda Harmon, ’30,
Ex-Captain Esther Nielsen, ’30, Olive Jellerson, ’30, Helen Scamman, *31, Gertrude
DeCoste, ’31, Marguerite Shaw, ’3.1, and
Barbara Harmon, ’31. The substitutes
have been Paginal* Nielsen, ’31, Elizabeth
Shaw, ’31, Evelyn Chandler, ’30, Hope
Fcrgatto, ’31, Lorcna MacMillan, ’32.

•:

\
4

The second team has consisted of ten
Freshmen who have attended practice
throughout the year. Those who will prob
ably make the first squad next year arc
Greta Moulton, Helen Olesen, Annie Fer
guson, Eva Steevos and Florence Kay.
Captain-elect Scamman and “South
paw” DeCoste will again be in the forward
positions next year, as will M. Shaw at
center and B. Harmon at guard, so the
prospects for a good team then arc bright.
H. Harmon will be sorely missed, as no
player has excelled her in the center area
this year. E. Nielsen will be lost at guard.
She has the unusual distinction of having
played in every game during her four
years of high school. Olive Jellerson also
graduates. She has starred in every posi
tion on the team, being equally good in
them all.
Our record this year is one of the best
in the history of the school, with twelve
victories, two defeats and one tie. Wind
ham High and Gorham High were the only
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teams to defeat us, and we defeated Wind
ham 23-11 on our floor and held Gorham
to a 24-2-1 tie on their playing surface.
Among our victories was one over West
brook High by a score of 25-12. The re
sults of our games arc as follows:
Scarboro 36
(home)
Buxton
8
Scarboio 23
(home)
Windham
11
Scarboro 10
(away)
Windham
10
Scarboro 21
(home)
Gorham
32
Scarboro 20
(away)
Greely
11
Scarboro 36
(away)
Old Orchard 13
Scarboro 26
Westbrook 12
(home)
Scarboi o 26
(away)
Buxton
6
Scarboro 24
(away)
Gorham
24
Scarboro 1!)
(away)
Freeport
14
Scarboro 20
(home)
Old Orchard 13
Scarboio 40
(home)
Greely
IS
Scarboro 24
(home)
Freeport
16

;

Scarboro 342
Opponents 197
TRIPLE C LEAGUE STANDING
Won Lost Tie Pts.
Gorham High,
6
1
1
13
Windham High,
6
2
0
12
Scarboro High,
5
2
1
11
Greely Institute,
2
17
0
Freeport High,
2
17
0
INDOOR TRACK
In the second indoor track meet spon
sored by the Triple C Conference, hold at
the Portland Y. M. C. A. on March 22,
Scarboro High was victorious, amassing a
total of 27*/» points and winning perma
nent possession of the oak shield trophy
which we had won the first leg on in 1929.
Members of our team were Ferguson,
’30, Snow, ’31, Douglas, ’31, Rice, ’32,
Lyons, ’32, and Craig, ’32.
Summary of the meet:
20-yd. Dash—Montague, Greely, 1st; Fer
guson, Scarboro, 2d; Lyons, Scarboro, 3d.
Time: 2% sec. (New Record.)
Pull-ups—Lyons, Scarboro, 1st; Montague,
Greely, 2d; Ferguson, Scarboro, 3d. 22 %
pull-ups. (New Record.)
High Jump—Rice, Scarboro, and Ferguson,
Scarboro, tie for 1st; Gomes and Bagley, Cape
Elizabeth, tie for 3d. Height: 4 ft., 10 in.

l
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Shot Put—Dalrymple, Freeport, 1st: Randall,
Windham, 2d; Douglas, Scar boro, and Pride,
Windham, tie for 3d. Distance: 36 ft., !!» in.
(New Record.)
Standing Broad Jump—Montague. Greely,
1st; Craig, Scarboro, 2d; Gomes, Cape Elizabelli, and Bromley, Windham, tic for 3d Dislance: S ft., 10 Vj in.
Hop, Step and Jump—Montague, Greely, 1st;
Ferguson. Scarboro. 2d; Tuttle, Freeport, 3d.
Distance: 24 ft., 11 in.
Relay—Greely, 1st; Scarboro (Ferguson,
Snow, Rice, Lyons) 2nd; Windham, 3d. Time:
2S% sec.
POINT SUMMARY

s.
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20-vd. Dash,
Pull-ups,
High Jump.
Shot Put,
Standing Broad Jump,
Hop, Step and Jump,
Relay,
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WEARERS OF THE “S” IN
SCARBORO HIGH
Cross-Country
Oapt. Ferguson, ’30
Rice. *31
I leering', ’30
Lvons. ’31
Snow. ’31
Bail'd ball IBoj/s)
co-Capt. Urquhart, ’30 Lyons. 3*2
Rice. ‘32
co-Capt. Snow. ’31
Mgr. Libby, *30
Ferguson, ’30
1 leering, *30
Basketball ((Ftrls)
('apt. II. Hannon, ‘30 MacMillan, ’30
Mgr. McCullough. *31 B. Harmon. *31
M. Shaw, *31
E. Nielsen, *30
Seamman. *31
-lellerson, ’30
Cbamllcr. ‘30
DcCoste, *31
Sir hunting
Craig. *32
('apt. Ferguson, ’30
Libby, *30
Lvons, ’32
Olesen, *31
Track
Ferguson, ’30
Lyons, *32
Snow, ’31
Rice, *32
Douglas. ’31
Craig, ’32
Four-Lei lev Men
Ferguson, *30
Lvons, *32
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SCHOOLS ON OUR 1929 MAILING
LIST
Biddeford High School.
Richmond High School.
Leavitt Institute, Turner.
Yarmouth High School.
Pennell Institute, Gray.
Old Orchard High.
Greely Institute, Cumberland.
X. II. Fay High School, Dexter.
North Berwick High School.
Sanford High School.
Waterboro High School.
New Gloucester High School.
Presque Isle High School.
Freeport High School.
Bar Harbor High School.
Mechanic Falls High School.
Traip Academy, Kittery.

Hi
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Lee Academy.
Guilford High School.
Limington Academy.
Lisbon Falls High School.
Washburn High School.
Madison High School.
Camden High School.
Howland High School.
Ellsworth High School.
Brownville Junction High School.
Besse High School, Albion.
Windham High School.
South Paris High School.
Buxton High School.
Foxcroft Academy.
Milo High School.
Greenville High School.
Rockland High School.
Hallowell High School.
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Thornton Academy.
Rumford Point High School.
Standish High School.
West Paris High School.
Cape Elizabeth High School.
Farmington High School.
Strong High School.
Bridgton High School.
Wells High School.
Hollis Center High School.
Phillips High School.
Rangeley High School.
Old Town High School.
Newport High School.
All school papers which we have re
ceived during the present school year have
been placed on the reference shelves of
our library and have been widely read and
enjoyed by the members of our student
body. We sincerely hope that you will
come again.

t
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AS WE SEE YOU
The Cwntonm, Canton High School. You
have a most interesting paper and a very
good joke department.
The Laurel, Farmington High School.
All your departments are excellent and
well balanced. It shows live editors.
The Windonian, Windham High School.
We enjoy reading your paper perhaps
more than any other because we feel that
we know you better, due to our competi
tion in the various Conference activities.
We would like to compliment especially
the author of “The Adventure of Peri
winkle and Jimmie.”
The Venture, Hallowell High School.
An interesting Commencement program.
Come again.
The Oceanic, Old Orchard High School.
Another paper which we eagerly look for
each year. Our compliments on the cuts
and the poems “Of” and “Whoa! How’s
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This?”
The, Greety Annual, Grcolv Institute.
The work of vour boys’ basketball team is
outstanding.
The Echo, Jackman High School. You
have an unusually large Exchange Depart
ment. Your poems are fine.
'Hie Chronicle, South Paris High School.
The best mimeographed paper which we
have yet received. Your Latin Depart
ment is well worked out.
The Sachem, Old Town High School.
Your paper is interesting throughout.
Your cover design is excellent.
The Conij Cue, Conv High School. Your
cuts arc unusually striking. “Lc Depart
ment Francais” is an excellent idea. Our
congratulations on your recent success at
the state journalistic conferences.
The Crimson. Rambler, Standish nigh
School. Compliments on your cover de
sign and the Freshman cut. We especially
enjoyed your Literary Department.
The P. I. II. S. Ship, Presque Isle High
School. Your paper has no weaknesses.
The Corona-, Bridgton High School.
Your Joke Department is well edited.
The illussulunsquit. Strong High School.
Our congratulations to your public speaker.
Your paper shows good school spirit.
The Besse Breeze, Pesse High School.
Your jokes are good. The pictures add
a lot to your paper. Come again.
The Crescent, Samuel D. Hanson High
School. The author of “The American
Indian” has done a fine piece of work.

]
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The Hermes. Yarmouth High School.
Wo arc very glad to welcome yon to our
Exchange 1-ist. Pleast lot us hoar from
you again.

1

The Freeze. Milo High School, We
have enjoyed your pa pi r very much. Some
tine cuts and jokes.
The Mei/unficuolr, Camden High School.
A tine paper. The Senior Statistics is ex
cellent.

i
The Lire Wire. Newport High School.
Some excellent material in your paper.
The Student Forum is good.
The Xaulilus, Wist Paris High School.
Your cuts are unusually good.
The Tripod. Thornton Academy. Your
editorials are very good.
The Cadueeus- Pup. Norway High
School. Don't let the Pup die. We shall
look for it again next year.
The Xorlliland. Washburn High School.
One of our very best exchanges.
We have also received the following
weekly and monthly publications:
The Echo, South Portland High School.

f,

77/e Pointer, Kimball High School.
The Red and While, Sanford High
School.
The Bales Student, Bates College.

_

AS OTIIKKS SHE US
“Yon have an excellent Joke Depart
ment. The cuts for the department heads
are excellent/' The Windonian, Windham
High School.
“We enjoy reading your paper. The
stories in the Literary Department, are
very interesting. A complete Joke De
partment/' 77/e Echo, Jackman High
School.
“Enjoyed your stories, hut a few more
editorials might improve your paper. Your
Athletic Department is good." The Xorthland. Washburn High School
“Your paper, couldn't he much better."
The Hesse Freeze. Hesse High School.
“Your paper is a good one. Your cuts
are ixcolknr and your literary material
and jokes are of high order." The Cres
cent. Buxton High School.
“We suggest that you make two sep
arate divisions of your poetry and prose.
^ our cuts an* good.” The P. 7. 77. S. Ship,
Presque Isle High School.
“We like your Literary Department/’
The Crimson Rambler. Standish High
School.
"Your Literary Department is large,
ir pays." The Xautilus, West Paris High
School.
‘Dour Literary Department is espe
cially good. In your Alumni Notes we
found your ‘Items of Interest’ interest
ing. All your departments are well de
veloped.
The Chronicle, South Paris
High School.
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(Elass ^Mnies

Sept. 10.—School opened with the larg
est enrollment in the history of the school,
one hundred and four being enrolled. We
were glad to have Mrs. Libbey and Mr.
Besscy still with us, and we welcomed
M iss Ivnudsen and Miss Hutchins, both of
Portland, to our faculty.
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Sept. 20.—A Student Council was or
ganized. The Seniors have four represent
atives, the Juniors three, the Sophomores
two, and the Freshmen one, to be elected
after the Christinas vacation. “Prexic”
Douglas, ’31, was elected president.
Sept. 23.—A Home Economics was or
ganized by the members of the Freshman
and Sophomore Home Economics classes,
The main purpose of the club was to earn
money for things needed in the sewing
loom.
Oct. ?.—Senior House Party at White’s
Bridge. Sebago Lake. What a tough weekend for the four Fords, which transported
the bunch!
Oct. 7.—Searboro Fair.
Oct. 0.—Our cross-country team opened
its season auspiciously by defeating "Wind
ham at Searboro.
Oct. 18. — Freshman Reception! Biggest event of the year (for the Freshmen) !
A short play was presented by members
of the Junior class. This was followed by
the “Freshman Parade.” Then followed a
thrilling basketball game between the
Freshies and Sophomores. Last, but not
least, refreshments!

4
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Oct. 21.—Dean Hart and Prof. Brantlecht of the University of Maine gave us
some interesting assembly talks on what
our university could offer to any who
wished to go there. They also held individual conferences with several Seniors
and Juniors who are planning to go to
college.
Oct. 24-25.—Teachers' Convention.
Oct. 30.—Our local 4H Club Exhibit.
The members of the various clubs of Searboro held a banquet for their members and
county officials at the high school. After
rhe banquet, an exhibition and a program
was carried on. Miss Grace Wass of Qorham gave an interesting talk on her trip to
the National 4H Convention in Washing-]
ton, ail(l Hope Fergatto, 31, also spoke
gg7 entertainingly on her^trip to the Eastern States Exposition at Springfield. Sev
eral sketches were presented by club members and a fine time was enjoyed by all.
Nov. 1.—Pep assembly for the cross
country team. Each member of the team
made a speech (in unison).
Nov. 4.—The first bread line forms for
a hot noon lunch. ‘‘Me next!”
Nov. S.—Cumberland County 411 Club
Banquet and Contest. After the club members had met and registered at the Chamher of Commerce building in Portland,
they attended the Strand Theatre in a
body, the guests of Mr. Reeves. We woq
three county championships—Hope Ferf
£atto, ’31, in Sewing and George Douglas,
-H, in both Corn and Bean Growing,
Nov. 11.—Armistice Day.
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Nov. 22.—Basketball season opened.
Both boys and girls won victories over
Buxton High.
How 2(3.—Annual Senior Fair and
Drama. “Rose of the Southland” was pre
sented. Following is the east of characters:
Hazel MacMillan, ’30
Rose Dorinda ........
.... John Ferguson, ’30
Major Dorinda .......
..... Daniel Snow, ’31
“Bud” Dorinda .....
... Ruth Pillsbury, ’30
Mammy Evelina ...
....... Ted Olesen, ’31
Grant Lee ... ..........
. Evelyn Chandler, ’30
Ruth Beveridge.....
.. Irving Peterson, ’31
Alfred Hickson .....
... Marjorie Clark, ’30
Hallie Burke .........
.... Hilda Harmon, ’30
Elizabeth Poynter ..
Stephanie de Barrie
Gertrude DeCoste, ’31
Dec. 4.—Air. Hall, (he new county Y.
M. C. A. secretary, Mr. Haskell of Scar
boro, and Mr. Dodge, a Y. M. C. A.
speaker of national fame, visited us. Air.
Dodge gave a very interesting address.
Dec. (I.—Rev. Air. Wilson of Dunstan
spoke on “War Reminiscences” at our reg
ular Friday morning assembly.
Dec. G.—Both our basketball teams went
into the lead in the Triple C Leagues by
defeating Windham High in a double
header.
Dec. 13.—Rev. Air. AfacArthur of Black
Point addressed the student body on the
subject “Honesty.”
Dec. 13.—A school orchestra formed.
ATr. Howard Reicliic of Portland con
ducted the first practice.
January 6-11. Organization of girls’
I TT Clubs.
S

l

Sewing Club
Leader—Miss Doris Hutchins.
President—Evelyn Chandler, ’30.
Vice-President—Hope Fergatto, ’31.
Secretary—Marguerite Shaw, ’31.
Treasurer—Almeda Moulton, ’31.

Cooking and Housekeeping Club
Lender—Mrs. Ralph Libbey.
President—Lillian McCullough, ’31.
Vice-President—Emma Jenkins, ’32.
Secretary—Hope Fergatto, ’31.
Treasurer—Beulah Moulton, ’33.
Canning Club
Leader—Miss Esther Knudsen.
President—Hope Fergatto, ’31.
Vice-President—Eleanor Stanford, ’33.
Secretary—Addie Millett, ’33.
Treasurer—Emma Jenkins, ’32.
Jan. 17.—A one-act play, “Ho Men
Wanted,” was presented at assembly.
...... Ruth Pillsbury, ’30
Prunella ............
..... Almeda Moulton, ’31
Isabel Granger ....
Lillian McCullough, ’31
Elizabeth Rawley
Jan. 24.—General assembly with sing
ing and cheers. Letters were awarded to
the following cross-country men: Capt.
“Flash” Ferguson, ’30, “Muffler” Deering, ’30, “Beautiful” Snow, ’31, “Cut-out”
Rice, ’32, “Moonlight” Waltz, ’32, and
“And-Howie” Lyons, ’32.
Jan. 29.—Westbrook Girls vs. Scarboro
Girls. The first time in years that our
girls had taken on a school of this size in
basketball, but we won easily, 25-12.
Jan. 31.—Rev. Mr. Wyman of Horth
Scarboro spoke to us of his experiences as
a missionary in India.
Feb. 13. — County Secretary Hall
brought Captain Laughton to speak at as
sembly. His subject was chiefly about the
Japanese.
Mar. 5. — School attendance record
broken. Everybody attended the playoff
game for the championship of the Triple
C League at the Portland Athletic Club
in Portland.

'
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Mar. 7.—Our boys left for Lewiston for
the Lewiston Small School Tourney.

zan” TTrquhart. gave a splendid impersona
tion of a shrinking violet. Whoopee!

Mar. 10. A grand assembly for our
champions!! Three victories in two days!
Speeches bv Coach Bcssey, Mrs. Libbey,
Snpt. Heald and last, but not least, by
“Danny” Snow, '31.

Mar. 22.—Our ho vs won the second an
nual indoor track meet of the Triple C at
the Portland V.

Mar. 12.—The first of a series of ban
quets for our champs. The ladies of the
Civic League were the hostesses. Even
Bice. *32, left the dinner table with his
hunger fully appeased.

Mar. 28.—The Senior honor parts were
announced by Principal Bessey at assem
bly as follows: Valedictory, Marjorie
(Mark; Salutatory, Evelyn Ohandler.

Mar. 28.—Twelfth Annual Prize Speak
ing Contest:
Selected
Violin Solo
Olive Fielding
Invocation ........................ Rev. E. L. Wilson
Mar. IS.—The Koval Hooters of Scar- In the Toils of the Enemy .................... Wood
John Ferguson
boro gave a chicken dinner to our champs
Fuller
Show
Must
Go On
The
at the Dunscroft. Standing room only!
Annie Ferguson
After-dinner speeches. “Our center has
The Guillotine
Hugo
been dribbling peas all over the table to
Ezra Craig
Andrews
night, our guards have covered themselves Passing the Torch
Marguerite Shaw
(on the inside ) with glory, getting rebound
Music
after rebound of ice-cream, and our for
Kellogg
Spartacus
to
the
Gladiators
.....
wards have given an exhibition of fowl
Irving Peterson
shunting. the like of which has never been The King’s Great Victory .........
A nderson
witnessed before.”
Helen Scamman
Called of God ...
Thurston
Mar. 10.—Mrs. (’on can non, a Junior Lincoln. a ManHarlan
Plummer
Bed Cross Bepresentative from the Na Ringing the Changes
Moore
tional Headquarters at Washington, gave
Ruth Pillsbury
an interesting talk on some of the activities
Music
of tin* Junior Bed Cross in different parts The Lance of Kanana
French
Daniel Snow
of the world.
The Soul of the Violin
Merrill
Mar. 21.—The Home Economics girls
Hazel MacMillan
gave the members of both the girls’ and the Two Pair of Shoes
Lincoln
James Small
hoys’ basketball teams a banquet in the
school gymnasium, which was decorated The Two Home Comings ........
Donnell
Hope Fergatto
with balloons and with the school colors,
Decision of Judges
red and white. Games and dancing were
enjoyed until a late hour. The members
The first and second prizes for the girls
of the boys’ team, dressed in middies and were won by Ruth Pillsbury, ’30, and
bloomers, gave the girls an exhibition of how Hazel MacMillan, ’30, and for the boys by
the girls' game should be played. “Tar- John Ferguson, ’30, and Daniel Snow, ’3i.

THE FOUR
Hope Fergatto, '31, and dames Small, ’33,
were awarded honorable mention.

Buth

Pillslmry was chosen as the best speaker
of all to represent Searboro High at the
County Contest.
The judges were Miss Isabelle Libby
of Thornton Academy, Mrs. Belle Strick
land of the North School, Portland, and
Mr. Howard Reiehio of Portland High
School.
Mar. 20.—The members of the girls’
basketball team were given a banquet at
the Tarry-A-\Yhilo, Dunstan, by Mrs.
Frank Leary.
April 4. — Cumberland County Prize
Speaking Contest, at Portland High
School.
PROGRAM
Music
Plielps
Biff Perkins’ Toboggan Slide ....
Ruth E. Johnson
Bridgton Academy
Moore
Ringing the Changes
Ruth Pillsbury
Searboro High
Phelps
Jack, the Fisherman
Edith M. Libby
Cape Elizabeth High
The Arena Scene from Quo Vadis .. Sienkiewicz
Philip Knight
Stan dish High
Music
Bill Smith
Anon
Wellington Hatt
Windham High
Miss Civilization
Davis
Jean Langdon
Gorham High
The Bird’s Christmas Carol ....
Wiggin
Alice Dyer
Freeport High
Counting Eggs
Anon
Bessie Frye
Greely Institute
Decision of the Judges
Miss Jean Langdon of Gorham High
was awarded first priz,e and Buth Pills-
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bury of Searboro High second prize. Both
these speakers are now eligible for the
semi-finals of the Spear State Speaking
Contest.
April 11.—A Harmonica Band, consist
ing of about twenty students, was organ
ized under the orchestra leader, Mr. How
ard Reich ie.
April 11. — Semi-finals of the Spear
State Contest were held at Portland High
School:
PROGRAM
Music
Van Dyke
The King’s Jewel
Ralph W. Haskell, Jr.
Lincoln Junior High
A Tale of Old Madrid
Crawford
Doris Whittier Baker
Deering High
Gunga Din
Kipling
Charles Kahili
Portland High
The American Flag
Anon
Jean Lois Bangs
Brunswick High
Music
Zingarella
MacDowell
Bertha Knight Crocker
Deering High
The Heart of Old Hickory ........... Droomgogle
Irene Lager son
Westbrook High
Ringing the Changes
Moore
Ruth Pillsbury
Searboro High
The Death Disk
Twain
Janet Goodridge
Westbrook High
Music
Mansions
Planner
Genevieve H. Minuth
South Portland High
Miss Civilization
Davis
Jean Langdon
Gorham High
Le Loup Noir
Hawes
Willard M. Wallace
South Portland High
Boots
Kipling
Ruth Deixel
Portland High
Music
Decision of the Judges

..
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The judges for this contest, were Miss
Lillian Born of Westbrook Junior College, Prof. Ralph Childs of Bowdoin Col
lege, and Rev. Leon E. Grubaugh of Biddeford.
Our representative, Ruth Pillshnry,
came through with flying colors and won
the right to represent. Cumberland County
at the Spear Contest at Augusta on May S.

i
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Congratulations, Ruth! You “rang a
bull’s-eye” with your selection.
April 15.—Four Corners sent to the
printer.
It isn’t any trouble just to s-m-i-l-e.
It isn’t any trouble just to s-m-i-l-e.
So smile when you’re in trouble.
It will vanish like a bubble.
If you’ll only take the trouble
Just to s-m-i-l-e.

A Pointed Compliment
F. L., ’31: “Ruthanna, has anyone ever
commented on the way you drive?”
R. K., ’31 : “Yes, one fellow made a
brief remark, ‘Twenty dollars and costs’.”
Two in One
Pooler, ’31, asks innocently in Physics
Class: “Mr. Bessey, why is it that when
two persons arc walking in the moonlight
there is only one shadow ?”
Coen on the Cob
I). X., ’31: “I’ve a terrible corn on the
bottom of my foot.”
J. F., ’30: “That’s a great place to have
it. Nobody can step on it but you.”
The Brute
H. II., ’30: “I don’t like Fred. Last
night I wanted to show him how well I
could whistle, and when I puckered my
lips real nice—”
R. P., ’30: “Well, what then ?”
IT. H., ’30: “He let me whistle.”
Surely Nothing Else
A. M., ’31: “I must have a cold or
something in my head.”
A. B., ’31: “It must be a cold.”

In Home Economics Class, Miss Hutch
ins was asking questions on etiquette.
Miss IT.: “Emma, may lettuce be eaten
with the fingers ?”
E. J., ’32 : “Ho, the mouth is generally
used.”
Miss IT. “What would be the proper
thing to say if, in carving the duck, it
should skid oil’ the platter and into your
neighbor’s lap?”
P. L., ’32: “Be very courteous. Say,
‘May I trouble you for that duck, please ?’ ”
Another Victor Record
Lyons, ’32: “I came within ten seconds
of breaking the Conference record once.”
Snow, ’31: “What event was that in,
the hundred-yard dash?”
Get an Umbrella
Mrs. L.: “What is the greatest water
power known to man?”
G. M., ’33: “Woman’s tears.”
Heard in English I
Miss K.: “James, give me a sentence
with the word ‘fascinate’ in it.”
J. S., ’33: “Nellie Laidlaw had a dress
with ten buttons on it, but she got so fat
she can only fasten eight.”

>•?
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By the Light of the Moon
Mrs. L. (in History Class) : “Laughton,
when was Rome built ?”
K. L., ’31: “At night.”
Mrs. L.: “Who told you that?”
K. L.. ’31: “You did. You said. ‘Rome
wasn’t built in a day’.”
What a High Building
R. B.. ’31 (giving a current event in
English Class): “It was a very small,
miserable but. There was only one house
in the door.”

’

Miss Hutchins (in Home Ec. Ill):
“What are pillows made of?”
I). X., ’31: “Feathers.”
Miss II.: “What kind ?”
I). X., ’31: “Horse feathers.”

i
i

MOVI ELAND

John Ferguson—Don Alvarado.
Marjoric Cl ark—Arinida.
Frederic Rice—Ben Lyons.
Hilda Harmon—Bebe Daniels.
Daniel Snow—Buddy Rogers.
Barbara Harmon—Xaney Carroll.
Howard Lyons—Gary Cooper.
Gertrude DeCoste—Lupe Velez.
Theodore Olesen—Buster Keaton.
Marguerite Shaw—Louise Fazenda.
Kina Andersen—Marie Dressier.
Helen Scamman—Greta Garbo.
Ruthanna Knight—Colleen Moore.
Mr. Bessey—John Barrymore.
11 arvev U rquhart—Wal 1 ace Beery.
Irving I leering—William Powell.
Kenneth Laughton—Rod LaRoque.
Emma Jenkins—Clara Bow.
Warren Libby—Chester Conklin.

Eleanor Davis—'Marion Davies.
Virginia Leary—Anita Page.
Until Pillsbury—Billie Dove.
George 1 )ouglas—Snooknins.
Geneva Meserve—Janet Gavnor.
Arthur Burnell—John Gilbert.
Ralph Berry—Charles Farrell.
Spread the Knowledge
K. S.. ’31: “Ray, am 1 the first girl
you ever kissed ?”
R. 8., *33: “Yes. I learned t<> do that
from a radio lecture I heard the other
night.”
Submarine
Urquhart. '30: “Fergy, how were your
grades the last ranking period ?"
Ferguson, ’30: “Jules Verne.'’
Urquhart, '30: “How's that ?"
“Twenty thousand
Ferguson, '30:
leagues under the
Some Waitress
Freddie Rice, after the Lewiston Tour
ney. wanders into the Wedgewood Cafe
and asks a pretty waitress: “Is this a firstclass restaurant ?"
“Yes, but if you sit over there in that
dark corner, we'll serve you."
And George Did It
Mr. B.: “Xow tell me, young man, why
you laughed aloud during study hours.”
G. 8.. '33: “I didn’t mean to do it.”
Mr. B.: “You didn't mean to ?”
G. 8.. ’33: “X<>. I laughed up my sleeve
and I didn't know there was a hole in the
elbow."
Sayings from Everywhere
Politics makes strange bedfellows, but
they soon get accustomed to the same bunk.
The motor car industry has the greatest
turnover.
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The greatest invention of the century
will he a device that will get the back seat
to agree with the front.
The man who invented slow-motion pic
tures got the idea by watching the children
go oil to school.
Don’t worry if your job is small
And your rewards are few.
Remember that a mighty oak
Was once a nut like you.
Hot Fa it Off
M. Shaw rushes up to Mr. Bessoy: “If
anyone brings a pair of glasses to you, will
you kindly give them to me. I've lost
mine.”
Mr. 13.: “Were they anything like the
pair you have on ?”
M. S., *31: “Oh, thank you, these are
the pair that 1 am looking for.”
1 hscTssiNd tii ic Future
I. P., *31 : “Very few men escape bald
ness nowadays.”
S.
*31 : “Yes, it's hair today and
gone tomorrow.”
G OIX G—G < > i xc.—G one
After a discussion of perpetual motion
in the Physics Class, Snow whispers to
Ferguson:
“Mr. Bessev is all wrong. I’ve discov
ered perpetual motion.”
“How’s that, Danny?*’
“My money, it’s going all the time.”
33ow-Wow
II. L., ’32: “If you took a microscope
and looked into a dog’s lungs, what would
you see?”
X. J., ’32: “Dunno; air, I reckon.”
II. L., ’32: “Hot at all, you would see
the scat of his pants.”

Mrs. L. (in American History Class):
“Someday they may entirely do away with
teachers and have only moving: pictures
and talking*’ machines for the students.”
Fergy, ”30: “Gee, I wish I had been
born twenty years later. There won't he
any discipline then, will there?”
Helping Out
Miss K. (explaining the technique of
the drama in English IV): “How all
plavs are more or less—er—er (pause)”
C. U., ’30: “Difficult.”
Solid Ivory
I). X., '31: “Ouch ! I humped my crazy
hone !’■

E. A., ’31: “Oh, well, comb your hair
right and the bump won’t show.”
A Pome
A Junior boy wrote the following poem
for his English assignment:
“No matter what part of a chicken you like.
If you eat it while it’s a egg, *
You’ll never get a chance to argue
Whether you'll have the neck or the leg.’’
.Ask Me Another
Miss K.: “Freddie, what is the opposite
of misery?”
F. R.. ’32: “Happiness.”
Miss K.: “And what is the opposite of
sadness ?”
F. IL, ’32: “Gladness.”
Miss IC.: “Fine, now give me the oppo
site of woe.”
F.R.,’32: “Giddap.”
Xo Argument
A. M., ’31: “Let’s hear you prove that
the square on the hypotenuse is equal to

i
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the sum of the squares of the other two
sides of the triangle.”
H. S., ’31: “Why waste time, Almeda?
I’ll admit it.”
Bright Like the Sun
D. C., ’31 (doing a map in M. & M.
History) : “Is Italy in England?”
Necessary Asset
Miss Iy. : “Why do you insist on spell
ing bank with a capital ‘B’ ?”
P. P.. ’33: “Well, Pa said that a bank
was no good unless it had a big capital.”
Beechnut
Mr. B.: “What is the most common impediment in the speech of the American
people ?”
D. P., ’33: “Chewing gum.”
Well-Known Racket
M. S., ’31: “No. Ted, I won’t marry
you, but I’ll be a sister to you.”
T. O., ’31: “Not on your life, you
won’t. I already have one sister who
swipes my collars, socks, ties and chewing
gum.”

I

Phi Beta Kappas
Miss K.: “Howard, can you give me
another name for ‘elf’ ?”
H. L., ’32: “No’m.”
Miss K.: “Yes. that's right. Neal, what
author is known for his extensive vocabularv ?”
N. J., ’32: “Webster.”
Another Ford Story
R. K., ’31: “I had a bad accident last
week.”
A. M., ’31: “What was the trouble ?”
R. K., ’31: “I ran over my allowance.”

m

Ten-siiun !
Mr. B.: ‘‘Give me a little attention.
please.”
J. F., ’30: ‘‘I’m giving you just as lit
tle as possible.”
Some Cow!
G. D., ’31: “We’ve got a cow that gives
buttermilk.”
II. P., ’31: “Why, Prexie, that can't be
true.”
G. D., ’31: “It sure is the truth. How
can a cow give anything else but-er-milk ?”
Both Luxuries
R. B., ’31: “Wish I had enough money
to get married.”
A. B.. ’31: “What would you want to
(j0 jqiat for?”
R. B., ’31: “I wouldn't. I'd buy a car.”
Trade for Woodworth’s
Mrs. L. (in History) : “Turner, what
flower did the Mohammedans raise and
cultivate from which we still get expensive
perfume?”
Turner. '31: “Geranium.”
The Bitter End
A. L., ’33: “Does that story you are
reading end in a modern way?”
F. R., ’33: “Yes, they get married and
live happily thereafter for a few months.”
O. E.. ’33: “Do you want to go for a
walk tonight?”
R. M., ’33: “I didn’t know you had a
car.”
Close Living
M. M., ’31: “It says here that a fellow
was shipwrecked once and lived for a
week on a can of sardines.”
R. M., ’31: “He didn’t have much room
to move about, did he?”
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Eat ’em Alive!
AIvs. L.: “Ezra, what is a cannibal?”
E. ('32: “1 don't know. *•
Mrs. L: “Well, if yon ate vour father
and vour mol her, what would that make
you ?"
E. ('32 : “An orphan.”
1*0 LI TEX KSS 1 TSKLK

‘ Then you deny,” said the judge, “that
yon were rude to the policeman when ho
asked to see vour license ?"
T. ().. '31: “Certainly, sir. All I said
was that from what I could see of him I
was sure his wife would he happier as a
widow."
Look Here!
Mr. Bessev (going up to a group of
girls around the piano) : “What was that

song you just played?”
R. G., ’31 : “You’ll find your answer in
my eves.”

STUDIOUS SENIORS
Warren Libby
OlivE Jellerson
CEayton Urquhart
Marjorie Clark
Anna Kenniston
John EErguson
EvElvn Chandler
Hazel MaeMillaN
Irvin Gr I leering
Ruth PilEsbury
Hilda Harmon
ESther Nielsen
RutH Harmon
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THE KENNEDY STUDIO
Herbert S. Kennedy
12 Monument Square
Portland,

Maine

Class Photographer 1930
Telephone Forest 6113

Compliments of

M. II. EMMONS

PERCY LYONS

WHOLESALE
PRODUCE
Hotels

Compliments of

OTIS LILLY

Specialty

Telephone 14-11

Authorized Dealer of
Scarboro,
CROSLEY RADIOS
Telephone 57

a

Scarboro

Maine

V
.
}

i
>

E. S. MUNROE
HIGGINS INN
Higgins Beach

*1

i

1

E. S. Higgins. Prop.

3

Telephone Scarboro

FURRIER and
TAXIDERMIST
Furs Dressed and Dyed

Especially Low Rates on
Cleaning, Repairing and
Remodeling Furs
64 Portland Street
Portland, Maine
Telephone Forest 4536

Compliments of
Compliments of

MISS ESTHER KNUDSEN

MR. and MRS.
Compliments of

MR. G. A. JOHNSON
Compliments of

Compliments of

H. W. URQUHART

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bowley

a

!

I l

A. RALPH LIBBEY

Compliments of

JOHN H. DREW

!m
3

■

Compliments of

INEZ TWAMBLEY
Jeweler
154 MAIN STREET,

SACO, MAINE

r

!

The Marshview
P. M. SCAMMAN, Prop.

SHORE, STEAK and CHICKEN
DINNERS
Salads

Special Dishes Daily
Telephone 144

and

MAINE

WEST SCARBORO,

THE MAINE SAVINGS BANK HAS DECLARED A
DIVIDEND ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
At

the

Rate

4% %

of

PER
ANNUM

Payable on April 1st, 1930

CHRISTMAS CLUB INTEREST AT THE SAME RATE
This is the second quarterly Dividend at that rate
A Savings Account at this Bank is also a Sound Investment
New Accounts Welcomed

Maine Savings Bank
Main Office, 244 Middle Street
Branch, 536 Congress Street

i

;
!

■i

!
;

1
;

Majestic Radio

McCall Patterns

WESTBROOK REMNANT STORE
?

THE GREAT UPSTAIRS STORE

f
;

Lynn

i

i

Westbrook, - Maine
Scar boro's Nearest and Best Shopping Center
Oil Burners
Hemstitching

PINEHURST POULTRY FARM
A. W. Hodgman
S'

BREEDER OF S. C. R. I. REDS
Eggs for Hatching — Baby Chicks in Season
Oak Hill, Scarboro
Telephone 132

“Dunscroft”
DUNSTAN

l

Shore Dinner Specialties
Service from 12 M. to 8.30 P. M.

Compliments of

Automobile Parties
Accommodated Over Night

SUPERINTENDENT

‘Rooms and ‘Bath

OF SCHOOLS

L. P. SKILL IN. Prop.

Telephone Scarboro 78

West Scarboro, Maine

The Largest Furniture Stores of
York County
Pay us a visit—see our two great stores
of guaranteed furniture of quality.
You don’t know that we can save you
money until you get our prices.
Call

on

Us and Be Convinced

H. P. ATKINSON & SONS, INC.
RIDDEFORD

SACO

Compliments of

M. J. NIELSEN

VALLEE Pharmacy
Westbrook, Maine

Dealer in

Corner Main and Bridge Streets

■

!

GROCERIES

and

GRAIN

Telephone 53-22
Compliments of
Eight Corners

ROBERT G. BURNS
Scarboro,

■

-

-

Maine

HUDSON - ESSEX
Saco,

Maine

I»l

i

!
{

Prepare Yourself To Take

i■:

Advantage Of Things
When They Arrive
SINCE there is no LAID-OUT way to Success,
there are certain things necessary that lead to it—

i

The Will to Stick
Courage
- - - A Good Strong Mind
MANY an opportunity is let go by for the lack of funds.
MANY a bank account has been neglected for the lack of

■

stick-to-it-iveness.
.

Deposits, Large or Small, Cordially Invited

SACO & BIDDEFORD SAVINGS INSTITUTION
.
:

252 MAIN STREET, SACO, MAINE
H. P. Garland, President

H. S. Sawyer, Treasurer

YORK & BOOTHBY COMPANY
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
Electrical Supplies and Fixtures
Atwater Kent and Sparton Radios
Portland, Maine

222 Middle Street,
Established 1872

D. E. McCANN’S SONS
CHEVROLET SALES

and

SERVICE

Repairs of Every Description
State Road, Scarboro

Compliments
of

A
FRIEND
THE SPORTING GOODS
STORE
Base Ball
Basket Ball
Track Supplies
Bathing Suits
Headquarters for School
Athletic Supplies

The JAMES BAILEY CO.
264 Middle Street
Portland, - - - Maine

!

j

i
■:

Chesterbrook Inn

Spring

:

West Scarboro, Maine

Summer

OPEN ALL YEAR ROUND

j
'

Autumn
Winter

Featuring Simplicity
and Homelike Atmosphere
EDNA H. ABBOT, Mgr.

.

S. PEDERSON & SON
Florists
Visitors Always Welcomed

.

Telephone Scarboro 20

4;
■i

mi:

i

-• -

0i:

PROUT’S NECK

THE SHAW BUSINESS

GARAGE

COLLEGE

ACCESSORIES

Business - Shorthand
Secretarial

Cars for Hire
Car Storage

J. S. Pratt, Principal

507 J4 Congress Street
Prout’s Neck, Maine
Telephone Scarboro

Compliments of

Portland

Maine

Compliments of

CLARA E. KNIGHT
HOWARD A. KNIGHT

S. H. S., 1895

Compliments of

Compliments of

W. I. P. and R. I. K.

Howatt’s Filling Station

Compliments of

Compliments of

HARRY B. LIBBEY

GERTRUDE POOLER

I

\
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ASA M. DOUGLAS
;

1:

GENERAL STORE

Fred M. Newcomb & Son

Dunstan and Blue Point

GROCERIES AND
GENERAL
MERCHANDISE

LOTHROP’S
Fried Clams and
Clam Cakes

Scarboro Beach and
Prout’s Neck, Maine

Pine Point Road
Scarboro,

Maine

Compliments of

Compliments of

N. M. J., ’32, and S. LI. L., ’32

WILLIAM O. ROBINSON

RAYMOND INN

Compliments of

Shore, Steak and Chicken Dinners
FRED G. BARROWS. Prop.

TELEPHONE WEBB*S MILLS 12-12

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Seavey

L. W. LEAVITT

Compliments of

COAL, WOOD and COKE
Telephone 114 Old Orchard, Maine

AGNES E. SEAVEY

Compliments of

Compliments of

Mollie Donahue and
Lois Pillsbury

Bernice Thibeau and
Clayola Mains

MERRILL’S LUNCH
57 Oak Street
Portland,

Maine

Elden L. Merrill, Prop.

RENY BROTHERS
Leading PRINTERS

for

Over

20 Years
105 Main Street, Saco, Maine

PARK GARAGE
JOHN LAWRENSEN, Prop.

Member I. G. A.

HUDSON - ESSEX
Sales and Service

G. W. KNIGHT

GOODYEAR TIRES
PRESTOLITE batteries

672-676 Main St.,

Westbrook, Maine

GENERAL

Telephone 2-22

MERCHANDISE
Compliments of

Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Perry
and Family

Groceries, Boots, Shoes, Grain,
Fertilizer and Seeds
West Scarboro, Maine

Compliments of

A FRIEND

:!
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THE PEACOCK

For

SOCONY GAS

INSURANCE
of any kind
Call

PLUMMER’S
INSURANCE AGENCY
121 Exchange Street
Portland,

Maine

Telephone Preble 1250

C. S. HARMON
Prout’s Neck, Maine

Quality Sea Foods

and

MOTOR OILS

Light Lunches, Cigars and
Candies
Portland Farms,

Saco Road

Telephone Scarboro 53-33

ROYAL BARBER SHOP
TWO BARBERS
Open Friday

and

Saturday

Evenings

Thornton Heights

Spurwink Roadside Market
Garden Vegetables
Joseph Lorfano, Prop.

Telephone Scarboro

Telephone Forest 1593-1

Compliments of

ROWE MOTORS, Inc.

LUCKY LINDY CABINS
Compliments of

Phone Westbrook 310
609-611 Main Street

WILLIAM MESERVE

Westbrook,

Maine

THURSTON’S GARAGE
Dunstan

West Scarboro

COLONIAL MOTOR SALES
i

,A T

OLDSMOBILE and DeSOTO CARS
TYDOL GASOLINE
ALL BRANDS OF OIL
ROAD SERVICE TR UgiC ,
Day and Night
TELEPHONE 8-8

■
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Call at our showrooms for a demonstration of
Hudson's Great 8 and the new Essex Challenger.
The right car at the right price.

i

V. T. SHAW

i

Authorized Hudson-Essex Dealer
SCARBORO

Telephone 137-4

Compliments o f

GRAY’S PORTLAND BUSINESS COLLEGE
Noah E. Rankin, Principal

390 Congress Street, Opposite City Hall, Portland, Maine

BIMSON’S GARAGE
Telephone Scarboro 5211

Genuine Willard Batteries
for

Black Point Road

and

Willard Service

All Makes
Scarboro Beach Road

. i

=
=

BILL, THE BARBER
Open Saturdays Until 9 P. M.

You Furnish the Hair — We Do the Rest
35c For All Haircuts
BILL

and

'
■

TREF, Barbers

36 Free Street,

Portland, Maine
PREP HALL SUITS
$25.00

With Two Trousers
Fine quality blue cheviot suits, tailored expressly for high and prep
school men—Excellent for graduation and general wear

BENOIT’S
Portland — Westbrook —

Biddeford

Telephone Forest 2282

H. W. MORSE COMPANY
H. W. MORSE, Manager

GARAGE
Thornton Heights, 650 Main Street, South Portland, Maine
REPAIRING

and

ACCESSORIES

Goodyear Tires

and

Tubes

,

. I TV

For Varied Assortment
For Unexcelled Values
For Guaranteed Quality
Shop With Complete Satisfaction At

Porteous, Mitchell & Braun Company
i

:
:I

PORTLAND,

-

MAINE

E. R. MORRIS
MASON CONTRACTOR
Telephone Connected

West Scarboro,

-

Maine

i

LIBBY’S FRIED CLAMS AND SHORE DINNERS
Telephone 173-5
Spurwink Road, Higgins Beach, Scarboro, Maine

ICE CREAM
W. G. SHERMAN
Cows Bought, Sold

and

Cows Bought and Sold
Springers

Exchanged
Telephone 29-15

GEORGE A. EASTMAN
and

Fresi-i

Cows on Hand
GORHAM

Telephone 35-3

Scarboro

Compliments of
Compliments of

HENRY BURNHAM

ELWOOD G. BESSEY

Compliments of

CHESTER FOGG
CLIFFORD C. MITCHELL
GARDEN TRUCK
SPURWINK ROAD
Telephone Fohest 1593-12

Compliments of

CHARLES THOMPSON

Compliments of
Compliments of

FREDERICK SKILLINGS
S. H. S., '25

A FRIEND

1
'

NEWCOMB’S BY THE SEA
MILK AND CREAM
Fresh Vegetables of All Kinds in Their Season
J. Harold Newcomb, Prop.

G. CLIFFORD LIBBY
GROWER OF GARDEN TRUCK
Scarboro, Maine

Telephone 16-15

Compliments of

LUCIAN T. LIBBY POST, No. 76
AMERICAN LEGION

LONGMORE’S
Fried Clams and
Clam Cakes
East Grand Avenue
Pine Point,

Maine

Compliments of

Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Stanford
Compliments of

S. F. HUNNIWELL

BLACK POINT COAL CO.
Dealers in
HIGH GRADE COAL
Agents for New England Coke
Prompt Service

Your Patronage Solicited

F. B. WARD
Agent

for

CUSHMAN’S BAKERY PRODUCTS
Telephone Scarboro 106

j

1
I

BOB HARMON
GROWER OF FANCY GARDEN TRUCK
i

Cauliflower A Specially
Telephone Scarboro 14-11

MYRON E. MOULTON
DEALER IN ANTIQUES AND RADIOS
Authorized Dealer

of

Sparton

and

Victor Radios

Telephone

West Scarboro,

Maine
:
■

PAPER HANGING

PAINTING
WHITENING

TINTING

CHARLES E. LIBBY
R. F. D. 6, South Portland, Maine
Telephone Scarboro 45
— Estimates Furnished —

Compliments of

HARRY SMALL

Compliments of

A FRIEND

Telephone Preble 1010

ATLANTIC GRAIN AND COAL CO.
51 Main Street, South Portland, Maine
COAL

GRAIN

LIME — CEMENT — PURINA CHOWS
Day Old Chicks—Poultry Equipment—Peat Moss Poultry Litter

Where Banking Is A Pleasure
INQUIRE ABOUT OUR
BANKING-BY-MAIL
DEPARTMENT

Interest on All Savings Accounts
Interest from Date of Deposit

Chapman Bank
i

& Trust Company
!

PORTLAND, MAINE

THE MOULTON HOUSE
E. C. HARLOW. Prop.

Shore. Chicken

and Steak

Dinners

BROILED LIVE LOBSTERS
A LA CARTE

Private Parties and Banquets—Private Dining Rooms

Dunstan’s Corner, on State Highway and Electrics

KNIGHT-HOLT CO.
MOTOR CAR ELECTRICIANS
OFFICIAL SERVICE

Webster Magneto on Stationary Farm Engines—Delco, Remy,
Auto-Lite, Bosch, Brigg and Stratton, Connecticut

Saco, Maine

Main Street,
Vesta Storage Batteries

Compliments of

A FRIEND

Great Meadow Farm
Compliments of

VOSE-SMITH CO.
Portland,

Maine

Pasteurized Milk and
Cream
Chas. P. Nutter, Prop.

Compliments of
Compliments of

F. A. WALDRON & SON
Flour, Grain and Feed
Portland,

-

-

Maine

C. A. KING
Compliments of
MR. and MRS. J. B. CLARK

Is Your Higher Education Assured?
Don’t lean entirely on your family to provide all
of the funds when the time comes.
—DELAY
—DEFER
—PUT OFF
These are dangerous words to use where your education is concerned
Accumulate your money gradually from your allowance or other income
Start an Educational Fund in this Bank

Casco Mercantile Trust Company
PORTLAND, MAINE
Three City Offices For Your Convenience

ESTABLISHED 1884

H. A. LAFOND. Prop.

LaFOND & COMPANY
DRY AND FANCY GOODS
Department Store
854-856 Main Street,

Westbrook, Maine

OCEANSIDE HOTEL
Higgins Beach
Telephone Scarboro 108-2

A. J. Harmon, Prop.

GRANT’S RESORT
W. D. Grant 8 Sons
Oak Hill, Scarboro, Maine
SHORE, STEAK and CHICKEN DINNERS
A LA CARTE SERVICE
%ooms with

ath by day or week

Ideal Spot for Dancing and Bridge Parties
Banquets, Field Days and Sleighride Parties a Specialty
Golf. Tennis, Croquet, Archery, Baseball Grounds

OPEN YEAR ROUND

Telephone Scarboro 166

NORMAN THURSTON
PURE JERSEY MILK
From Accredited Herd
West Scarboro,

Maine

Compliments of

Compliments of

O. E. SHERMAN & SON
General Merchandise
North Scarboro, Maine

EMERY MOODY
Cut Flowers and Plants
SCARBORO BEACH, MAINE
Compliments of

TED, ’31, and TIM, ’31

,

MURDOCK CO.
Womens and Misses
High Grade Apparel

J. E. PALMER CO.
543 CONGRESS ST, PORTLAND. MAINE

Registered Optometrists
Manufacturing Opticians

Y. M. G. A. Bldg., Portland, Maine

Compliments of

RIVERSIDE INN

MR. and MRS. W. H. SNOW

Spurwink Road, Scarboro
NOTED
Famous Fried Clams

Compliments of

Lobster Salad Sandwiches

B. J. H., ’31, and D. W. S., ’31

Mrs. A. H. Mitchell. Prop.
Telephone Forest 1593-21

Compliments of

Compliments of

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Libby

H. G. S., ’31, and J. M. L., ’29

Compliments of

Compliments of

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Richardson

A.P.M., ’31, and H. C. V., ’30

Compliments of

SCARBORO KENNELS
F. Harrigan, Prop.

G. I. M., ’33, and W. E. L., ’30

Compliments of

Compliments of

Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Turner

Sfe,

Compliments of

H. M. H., ’30, and F. H. R., ’32

Preside!) I

Vice-President

President

Vice-President

Maimoimk Ci.akk

Hi m>a II Alt MON

Gkokoe Douglas

Dagmaic Nielson

COMPLIMENTS OF

COMPLIMENTS OF

CLASS OF 1930

CLASS OF 1931

Secretary

Treasurer

Secretary

Treasurer

Olive .Jellekkon

EVELYN ClIANIU.KK

Fit an cks Lotii hop

Almeda Moulton

President

Vice-President

Lokena MacMillan

ACDItKY TuitNEIt

President

Vice-President

Roiiekt Wateiuiouse

Helen Olesen

COMPLIMENTS OF

COMPLIMENTS OF
CLASS OF 1933

CLASS OF 1932
Secretary
Vikginia Leaky

Treasurer
Stanley Clakk

Secretary

Treasurer

Ruth Moulton

Cl it eta Moulton

COMPLIMENTS OF

RALPH HASKELL

CAMP BOOKLETS

SCHOOL ANNUALS

COMMERCIAL PRINTING
This Issue Of “Four Corners” Printed By

THE WEBB-SMITH PRINTING CO.
CORNISH, ME.

WILLIAM PETERSON
GRAIN, GROCERIES AND GOODYEAR TIRES
We Specialize in

BEACON MASHES

BEACON I/E
your

Contain

POULTRY

PROTOZYME

and your

Gasoline

STOCK
Molor Oils

“The Famous Beacon Feeds”

Fraternity, College and Class Jewelry
COMMENCEMENT ANNOUNCEMENTS
AND INVITATIONS
Jeweler to the Junior Class of
Scarboro High School

L. G. BALFOUR COMPANY
Manufacturing Jewelers and Stationers
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

____________ ■_____________________________________________________

Mrs. Cook, President

Mrs. Jellerson, Vice-President

Compliments of

SCARBORO CIVIC LEAGUE
Mrs. Flemming, Secretary

Mrs. King, Treasurer

Compliments of

Pleasing You Keeps Us In Business

Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Wentworth

BURNELL’S
UP-TO-DATE CAMPS

Compliments of
ARTHUR SNOW
Compliments of

Lunches, Fried Clams and
Filling Station
Maine
Scarboro,
Compliments of

E. PERLEY LIBBY
S. H. S., 1895

LAURA MILLIKEN

Compliments of

Compliments of

HELEN JENKENS

MABEL F. STOREY
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